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Mr. E. P. Adams of Swanton, formerly an extensive farmer and dealer in
dairy products has for tbe past ten years
been buying and shipping bay to various
New England markets. He commenced
ten years ago in a small way, and tbe
bueioesa bas been increasing from year
to year until in 1907 be bought and shipped 500 carloads. Averaging ten tons to
would make 5,000 tons, a
a car, this
pretty good lot for one man to manage.
This bay is purchased direct from the
farmers in Franklin, Chittenden and
Limoille counties. It is produced largely in the Champlain valley and along the
tributary rivers. He has bought as high
It is shipas 300 tons from one farmer.
ped to tbe principal markets in New
England. There are probably few of
these farmers who sell all or nearly all
their hay, but only a portion, making
this a part of their income.
I inquired of Mr. Adams as to the
probable effects of this continued selliDg
of bay upon its future production, and
what was being done to keep the meadHe replied that the
ows up in yield.
plan seemed to be working very well
thus far. No stock is allowed to run
upon these fields at any time of year,
and commercial fertilizers are being
used to a greater or less extent. Both
of these are helps, but after a time these
fields will need to be ploughed, fertilized and seeded to grass again, either
with or without other crops. Where
only a portion of the bay is sold, there
should be quite an amount of manure
with which to put the land in condition
for the production of good crops of hay
again. Then again, there are some
kinds of soil that are particularly adapted to tbe production of grass and hay,
and with fair treatment will continue to
give good yields for a considerable number of years.
But with this kind of farming particular care should be exercised in, so
far as possible, keeping the conditions
tbe most favorable, in order that the
soil shall not deteriorate nor the yield
diminish as the years go by. Perhaps
one reason why the selling of hay is being so much practiced here and elsewhere is that it is a saving of labor on
the farm which is becoming quite an
item at this time when help is so scarce
and high.
But these farmers should be careful
and not sell themselves short, as some
did the past season, as Mr. Adams said,
and bad to buy back from him enough
to carry them through.
Last year the crop did not appear to
have the usual good spending qualities,
probably owing to its being grown so
largely in the shade and wet, and as tbe
result many farmers ran short tbe past
spring and had to buy.
Hay stands at the head of the list of
farm crops in New England and its
profitable production should be encouraged by all promising aids. Present
conditions promise a large yield at barvest time if the weather continues favorable from now on, and it will only be a
short time before tbe haying season will
be at hand.—E. R. Towle, Enosburg
Falls, Vt., in New England Farmer.
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lomauondence on practical ajcrt^ultural tuple
1» solicite·!.
Address All communications In
tonde· 1 for this department to Ukmkt D
Hahmond. Agricultural Killtor Oxford Dein
ocrat, Parle, Me.
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PARK,
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Preacher», lawyers and other so-called
professional people who were born in
the country are everlastingly referring to

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,

the joys of their farm life, with all of
MAINE.
NORWAY,
its glories and beauties, its freedom and
a
Collection#
SpecialtyHome Block.
its independence, .and tell bow they
eagerly look forward to the day when
A PARK.
they can return to the farm.
To my mind this is nothing but gush.
Attorneys at Law,
If they had seen the wonders and glories
MAINS.
of the farm home and all of its possibili"ETHKL,
BUery (J. Park.
ties they would not have left it for the
A ddUon S. Herrlck.
ministry, the law office, or something
else that would keep them from the
BIGHT A WHEELER,
farm.
The chances are that they went away
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, because the environment was objectionMAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
able to them. They simply didn't like
Alton (_'. Wheeler.
it, and tried to tied another and more
Jamee S. Wright.
congenial atmosphere. This was the
correct thing for them to do; a person
&
J. H.
who does not get into pleasant surroundings will never do his best or
CIVIL ENUINEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
I don't object to this
amount to much.
33 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
movement away from the farm, but I do
Telephone 111-12.
decry this nonsense in the form of the

|£KKKICK

iy

STUART

Maps and Plans made

CO.,

to

sentimental,

order.

patronizing

generalities

who are about to
Maps of the tlmberlanda and pocket maps of I said to young men
each count ν for sale.
take up the study of agriculture. The
(Publishers of tne Atlas of Maine.)
whole thing is misleading. Young people who contemplate a study of farm
problems should understand that their
decision meaus hard, disagreeable work,
about as void of the traditional "golden
hue" as any business they could under14 Main St., Norway, Me.
take. The work is bard, and much of it
is monotonous.
Of course, intelligence
takes out more or lees of the drudgery,
but it never removes the necessity for
work—plain, simple, every day, hard
work, without frills or tucks.
Then oftentimes these same people,
after the best years of usefulness have
passed, say with pride and satisfaction
to the listeners, "Some time I shall
Lead
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing,
surely go back to the farm and enjoy
and Iron.
with you its pleasure," etc., etc.
Of course, we shall welcome these
TtUphonc 134*11.
people as a sort of Pullman car attached
to our freight train; nice to have with
us, but of mighty little value in carrying
NASH.
WALDO
J.
the burdens and working out the problems of country life.
The men we are to look to io rejuvenating our farms and homes are the
strong, husky young people with well
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
balanced gray matter and good bodily
to work sixteen hours
NORWAY. functions, ready
Telephone Connection.
a day if need be, and guided by keen,
rational.
sensible and
alert minds,
HOLLISTEB S
These are the mi'D and women who are
to manage our farms as young people in
the near future, and later in life to deLledloine
for
Α Ει..·?
Busy People.
velop into leaders in the affairs of busiEric».· Goiioa Health and Reao*«td Vigor.
ness and of government.
A toecilic f «r Constipation, Indigestion. Live
ihj»
•ηΊ Κ· 'ιι- ΐ
Country life will not be developed by
riiiipl·'». Kczenut. Impure
bl 1*1. 15.11 Br<-:>ih. SlUKC'sli Bowels. Headache an infusion
of wornout professional
in
s
Tea
tab
1r R n.-ky Mountain
and b.» ».ι
than small towns are
Onuin·» made by blood, any more
1-t f nu. "~i .■•nt·» u bo*
built up by retired farmers who move in
lioLf.iMTEii L)» Company. Nadlstin, Wis.
Eating Razorbacks.
60LPEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE from the snrrounding country after the
A Chicago packer who knows the
farm is paid for and a living competence
has been secured —Dean Η. K. Cook, St. meat business from ranch to restaurant
Lawrence University, in Tribune Farmer. makes the statemeut that the prize cornfed hogs of the West, that figure in the
county fairs and look so impressive in
Maine Farmers' View of Tuberculosis. the
pictures, are not nearly so highly
I am subscribing to your paper prin- esteemed by the consumer as the acorncipally to got light on the tuberculosis fed porker of Virginia and the South.
"Lean and hungry" as any Cassiue,
question and 1 thought it might be interesting to some of these experts to get the southern razorback learns early to
view
it from the farmers'
a look at
Bbift for himself and pick up tbe best
point. There are two points of par- morsels from the world of food. The
of
one
The
ticular interest to us.
proht razorback can not lay claim to long and
and loss to the herd, and the other of lordly pedigree and does not get bis
the name in tbe
from
of
transmission
possible
germs
registry books or his picture
cattle to human beings.
in the farm journals.
No stall-fed life of ease for him, no
Why tthould an animal that is to all
all
appearance healthy and performing
days of ease and Mleep in the protected
the bodily fuucious in a natural man pen, rising and walking only to take his
ner be condemned as untit for food? Is meals as the feeder urges him to take
the flesh of this auimal affected by this auother slice. The razorback, in order
Maine.
South Paris,
parasitic germ any more than it would to "save his bacon," must have a keen
be by lice on the skin or by worms in ear and a swift foot. Some of them dethe intestines? Allowing that myriads velop speed like a racehorse and are as
of them are in the blood that remains in hard to catch as a sand country flea.
the meat can they do any possible harm
But, though his back may be so sharp
after the meat is cooked? If these ani- it will cut through a fence rail, and his
Portland Division.
mals wore not arbitrarily dealt with they sides as lean as a Kansas farmer in
would most of them live to a profitable drouth time, the razorback has his reFIRST CLAMS IMBK Sl.OO.
old age and go to their reward as can- ward. He feasts on the sweet and sucRTATKIOOXS «I.IH».
"cast" in the barn and die, culent acorns that fall from the shady
ner* or get
or come to some other honorable end.
oaks and drinks the pure water of limSteamships "Governor Dingley" or
is a loss coming to farmers from pid country streams.
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf, There
from
confining
and
He is free as the air, and, though he
Portland, week days only at 7 P. u., improper feeding
their cattle iu uusanitary barns, but are sometimes goes huugry, it gives him
for Boston.
they reHeved from this loss in any way good digestion and a keen appetite that
Rotiiinlug
the corn-fed, pen-pampered western hog
by killing off half the herd?
These tubercular bacilli have been in never knows. It is a pleasure to know
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week the world since the
is
and
that the world is coming to appreciate
beginning
days only, at 7 p.m., fur Portlaud.
there any record of their injuring cattle the merits of this creature, who from
for?
cared
and
fed
are
at
that
properly
principal
very pighood leads the streuuous life.
Through tickets un sale
Isn't the only apparent loss to the farmWhen the southern hog at last comes
railroad station·.
er the one that comes when some zeal- t<> the knife, he dies in a
good cause.
lines.
as
low
as
other
rates
Freight
ous veterinarian condemns his herd to Men may praise the capon of France,
slaughter? And isn't the only excuse the "roast beef of old England," the
All cargo, except Live Stock, is
for this the fear that they may transmit steaks of Chicago and the wienerwursts
sured against tire and marine risk.
the disease to some human being? And of Coney Island, but they do not tempt
J. F F. 1.SCO M15, General Agent.
here again let us look at the facts and the epicure who really appreciates the
Portland, Me.
not be scared by theory.
flavor of old Virginia ham.
The great recent extension of the milk
Whether boiled or served in appetizof
the
business has encouraged
keeping
ing wafers, broiled in slices of rare exA Reliable
in
close
of
cattle
herds
quarters cellence or fried with a gravy that
large
and upon stimulating and uunatural makes you smack your mouth, the Virfood and it is in these herds we find ginia ham is a thing to be treasured and
such large numbers of tuberculous cherished by the man who loves good
Their nrlk is used in the cities things to eat. Prom the frying pan
cows.
i· quickly absorbed.
almost exclusively. Yet in connection there arises a matchless aroma that is as
Civ·* Relief at One·.
with this laigely increased use of tuber- grateful to the smell as the finished
It cleans, soothes,
culous milk we tind a steady decrease of product is delicious to the taste. Virheals and protects
consumption in human beings.
the diseased memginia ham is food fit for the gods.—
Will any of the doctors deny the value Maine Farmer.
brane resulting froin
small
to
of
vaccination
pox?
prevent
Catarrh and drives
Aud yet vaccine is but the human germ
Fnal Crop Report.
away a Cold in the
of a cow and rein
the
modified
system
KeH«*ad quickly.
The old grass fields must be damaged
turned to the human being again, renstores the Senses of
Are a great deal while new seeded pieces are
Tua te and Sun 11. Full size 50 cte.. at Drug- | dering him more or less immune.
50 per cent killed. The new
the doctors ready to cry "slush" and surely
all
mail.
Iu
75
cents.
or
form,
by
gists
liquid
can be relieved a great deal by
nonsense if farmer should suggest that pieces
5t>
York.
New
Warren
Brothers,
Street,
Ely
in the spring. The oat
the use of tubercular milk was render- reseeding early
was almost a failure in some localiing the human family immune to con- crop
ties and nowhere in this section is the
sumption?
near the average; while other
The great and only Koch is still un- yield
are of about the same condition.
shaken in his belief that consumption is grains
few
fields of corn came up to the
But
We fanners
not contracted from cows.
And expectations of the owner before it was
are only too glad to take his view.
it proved to be very uneven,
When you are trouble»! with your eyes.
when Dr. Stnead save that in a public harvested;
not only the growth but the ears were
Have your eye* examined by
institution in New York where the incorn on the cob was uneven.
mates had been using the milk of a herd onesided;
DK. ΡΑΒΠΕΝ ΓΚΚ,
I think the acreage of home-grown grain
for some time that were found to be alwill be but very little more than the past
most entirely tuberculous, the rate of
season.
The acreage of potatoes must
consumption was much below normal, have been more
than last season, but
Let us have the
we say, go id for him.
the yield was less, but the quality was
facts. When the babies in the slums
first-class. But few late planted fields
Come Here.
die off with consumption does it attack
a bountiful yield.
Apple crop is a
them in the giomach where the milk gave
Consult He.
failure and the quality of what few
goes, or iu the lungs whero the vile air
Norway, Me.
of their surroundings gœ»? Give the there are is very poor. The indications
are that but very few winter-killed ordevil his dues, for consumption is a
Mour- great curse. But the poor, innocent chards will be replaced. Slock is gen^;ilf 6000
iFor
or Jdie
K*mii
ir
making
erally looking well and has been rednced
cow, who is able to protect herself
in 14 State*. Strout » man:·
10 to 15 per cent in this immediate
moth illti Crated c.itj log nf b.iragainst all germs, if given a fair chance,
*
All small fruits suffered from
p pain* with State w.i|« nuikt) 7nc ;
stands dumb before the doctor with hie vicinity.
»
E. A. STJtOUTCO..
«V pav «R. f-ir*
her a chance. the drouth, but my observation has
Give
of
tuberculin.
He.
quill
Iatf> Lariwt Fira Dealer*. US Water St.. Aacwte.
been that what plants have survived are
—J. A. Burdick, Auburn, in Hoard's
vigorous and healthy. I have not learnDairyman.
ed of any particular intention of increasing any crops the coming season, other
From information obtained at the
than possibly a few more acres of potaoffice of the board of state assessors it
Somerset CounTM«
is learned that the valuation of Main·) toes.—Eugene Danforth,
tun
in Maine Farmer.
will show an increase this year of not ty,
less than ¥10,1)00,000 and that the inFarm, Stock and Home, one of the
crease in valuation the past two years
w,th
will
be
$25,000,000. most reliable of farm journals of the
Concerning the live stock of the state it Middle West, makes the claim that cooperation by neighboring farmers in the
was stated that present indications show
One reason for the de- breeding of draft horses—Percherons in
a falling off
crease in young cattle is that on account particular—can be made more profitable
of the high price of meat a well fatted than any other specialized co-operative
calf six weeks old is worth as much as a line of stock breeding. By such a moveyearling, and consequently they are be- ment they can make their locality
mo AU. THW0AT AMD LUH6 TtOUBLES.
ing put upon the market instead of be- known as a Percheron center and reap
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY ing raised. The increase in valuation is remunerative benefits by so doing.
REFUNDED.
OR MONEY
due largely to the development of the
various industries.—Tarf, Farm and
In mild climates November is the time
Home.
to prune grapevines; but in very cold
We Do all Kind· of....
localities it is safer to delay the pruning
"In a dairying country," says The until severe cold is practically over—say,
Milk Reporter, "few are made poor and the latter part of February. Cat back
JOB PRINTING.
many rich." That depend·. It Un't so new wood so as to leave only two or
three buds on each cane.—Farm Journal.
Atwood 4 ForbM, South Pari·. in M—eachnsetta.
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A

Thanksgiving Story by
Epes Winthrop
Sargent.

[Copyright. 1S06, by M. M. Cunningham.;
Ο you think it's a square
demanded
Teddy.
1 deal Τ
He
I / "There's Torn Bolan.
works lu his blacksmith shop
all day and gets his face us black aa
Theu he goes home and
an end muu.
washes up, uud he's all right What
difference does it make if I daub on
"

I

zinc instead of dirt?"
"It isn't all that, Ted," said Sally.
"Somehow you seem different"
he
"Just because you saw me,"
laughed bitterly. "Biff Brattle told
uie 1 was the limit but 1 didn't suppose I was bad enough to queer my
lock with you."
"1 can't explain," said Sally impatiently. "But somehow when 1 saw
you last summer with all the people
laughing at you I—I couldn't be proud
I just felt ashamed
of you any more.
to sit there and remember that I was
engaged to you."
"And you waited ull this time to tell
me," he said scornfully. "Let me live
ou in that fool's paradise all this time?
Why. 1 could have gone with the
Fordiiams this winter if 1 had wauted
to, but I told Blakeley that I'd come
on to quarters just so 1 could be near

you."

"I'm sorry, Ted," she said dully. "1
like you still when I see you, but
then every little while your face gets
all white with the red marks on It,
and I want to cry."
"Brattle was right," he said bitterly.
"Let circus folk marry circus folk.
They look deeper down than makeup."
"I suppose I ought to," said Sally.

"But I just can't Ttd."
"All right," he said brusquely, trying to keep back tfe· tears that would
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things we shall Just
him slip away."

"Yon want to come out and look at
them ponies, doc," said Ted suddenly.
"Come on out to the barn."
The physician paused a moment.
Then something passed In the glance
of the two men. aud they went out together. For half an hour they sat on
an old wagon box and talked, and
then the physician went back to the

house and Ted hitched up the ponies.
He drove out of the yard with a flourish of the whip towurd Dick, who had
been brought to the window to see
The little fellow answered
him off.
with a weary wave of the hand, and
Ted gritted his teeth as he drove off.
The next morning dawned clear and

bright. It was almost Indian summer, and the windows were open In
the Myerly home. Dick sat at the window. listlessly watching the people go
Mrs. Myerly
driving by to church.
divided her time between the kitchen
and the front parlor, to which Dick
bad been moved. A trumpet call sound
ed down the road, and she came hur

rylng

1η·

bered a huge elephant drawing a glittering chariot ablaze with gold and
mirrors.
..
Siowlv the procession lumbered Into
thé yard. At the gate the clown dismounted aud threw handsprings up to
the very door. There be paused ex·
patently while the elephant pouderouslv turned iuto the yard. Then the
doors at the back of the chariot swung
open and out fluttered a turkey six
feet high. The clown sprang forward
aud with his whip made the bird face

"Elephants don't bite," laughed Dick,
his face aglow with excitement
"This one does—bad," said Ted darkly. "You wait aud see. Turkey, bow
to the geutleman what's going to eat
J

ills

CytfS.

UUU

>vaut

iuc

I ain't got any one
old riug back.
else to give it to. So long."
He cliuibed iuto the tiny road cart,
cracked the whip, and the four ponies
trotted off.
It was only four miles to Carstonville, where the Blakeley hippodrome,
menagerie and circus lay in winter
quarters, but every revolution of the
little wheels seemed to put Sally—and
happiness—miles behind.
Ted Stevens was a circus clownnot a very good one, but good enough
for the one riug wagon show he travLast spring he had come
eled with.
down a few weeks before the opeuing
to rehearse some bits of comedy, and

he had met Sally Myerly.
She had never seen much of show
folk, and she was attracted by his
fun as well us by the wholcsomeness
In the three weeks
of his manner.
they saw each other Ted had won her
heart. Then the show had gone south
It was midsummer before
to open.
the slow moving outfit had come back
to Cnrstouville to show, aud that afternoon I ed had done his best because
Sully was watching from the reserved
seats. lie had been rather disappointed at her lukewarm appreciation, but
he did uot realize what the matter
was until he had come back with the

show to go into winter quarters.
lie had taken the meager salary offered to help care for the stock Instead
of playing at the vaudeville theaters
through the whiter, aud it was with
a happy heart that he took the pouy
four-in-hand out fur exercise and hail
driven over to the Myerly farm.
lie had received an enthusiastic welcome from ten-year-old Dick, but Sally
had been cold, and at last she confessed that the sight of him lu the
ring had killed her love. lier Kleae
of romauce were gleaned from cheap
Eel ion. wherein English Iprds in dis
guise were more apt to be heroes than
The sight of Ted In
«•'n us clowns.
his motley had killed her Ideals, and

she wanted her freedom.
For the next couple of weeks he
held to his work, trying in occupation
lie had been
to find forge,.'illness.
rather clever with dogs once, aud he
got permission to try his hand nt two
of the ponies. Just to occupy his mind,
but In the long nights, when the silence was broken only by an occasional cry from the stock barn, he had
plenty of time to think, for sleep came
late to his tired eyes.
The day before Thanksgiving Thornas Myerly drew up at the sheds an*
climbed down from his seat. Ted saw

him and went out to meet him.
"Sally wants to know If you won't
bring them ponies over." he said.
"Dick liked 'em so. and the doctor
■aya that perhaps they'll rouse him."
"I'll see the old man." said Ted. "I
guess It'll he all right, though. They

need a run."
was
Permission
easily obtained
when explanation was made, for the
"old tuan" had youngsters of his own
and a soft spot for children, and presently the gay little team was trotting
down the frozen road.
Dick was brought to the window,
well wrapi>ed up. but he only waved
a languid hand ut the clown and turned his head away. Ted unhitched them
and put them through their tricks, but
with no greater success, and after he
had put the team in the baru he went

iuto the house.
'That's the first kid 1 ever saw that
wasn't stuck on them ponies," he said
"What's the matter with him?"
"That's utfint we want to know,"
en Id a grave faced man who had been
talking with Sally. "The little fellow
seems to be sunk Into a sort of coma,
He will
aud we cannot rouse him.

not eat, and unless we can give him a
desire for food and Interest him In

»

make,

foreign

cooks and all the

The thousand dainty dishes that they stew and boil and
You may prate about their wondrous skill in culinary arts,
How deftly they can manufacture puddings, pies and tarts;
Go praise the French and German chefs and the Italians, too,
For making salads, sauces, soups and fancy dishes new,
But for

a

toothsome morsel upon which I can

Just give to

me

a

solid

wedge

bake;

HE

bad been gazing long and earnestly at the row· of turkeys
banging from tbe books of u
stand In Washington market,
and tbe poultrymun began to eye bim
auspiciously. lie did not look like α

rely

thief, the mild look in his eye denoting
but the gleam of acquisition
Btlll, his actions were not calculated
to inspire conlidence

pumpkin pie!

of Yankee

auythiug

Let those of fashionable tastes turn up the nose in pride
And think it quite plebeian to be simply satisfied;
Let them eat their pate de foie gras, their truffles and such stuff
With foreign names,

/Hi ill. il

I

suspicious

sW\

look? and odors rank

the bird pranced forward
and bent Its neck. Then It followed
Ted around to the back of the house,
and the cavalcade followed, turning
luto the road. Down beyond the bend
Ted was waiting with the bird, but
the cambric skin covered with turkey
feathers, the making of which had
kept Ted up half the night, had beeu
removed, and it was merely an ostrich
that was bundled into the best chariot
of the Blakeley outtlt
Late that night Ted turned up at
There bad been a
the quarters.

Solemnly

Thanksgiving dinner lu the training
ring, and all. from the "old man" to
the hostlers, were sitting about ou the
benches swapping stories.
"Well," said the "old man" kludly.
"did It work, Ted?"
"Did It work!" echoed Ted.
"Say,
ρ m afraid the kid's more like to die of
indigestion than starvation. lie's all
to the good. Everything's all to the
good."

And the little group crowded about
to shake his baud, for they kuew that
a romance seeking girl had at last really found the heart of the clown beneath the motley.

CAKVING Trie TUnKtT.
8ome Suggestions For the Man Who
Wields th· Knife.
A few suggestion!! ou curving probably will not be amiss aud may save
tbe fresh Thanksgiving table linen
from desecration by splashes of gravy
First, then, let the carver plunge
tbe fork firmly into the breast of the
turkey. He must bave a sure hold of
the

breastbone if be

successfully.

would

operate

Let him thee cut off the wing nearest him, which Is done by passing tbe
knifo underneath the socket uud is
easily accomplished if the bird be
young and tender.
Remove tbe leg on the same side in
the same manner, pressing the bone
outward while making tbe cut. Sep
aratc tbe first ami second Joluts of the
leg aud next remove the side bone by
running tbe knife along the backbone
It is attached only
and close to it.
by a filament of sklu and fat; hence
this task is not difficult
Legs aud wlugs being removed, the
slicing of the breast is a simple matter, and this opens tbe cavity, from
which filling may be removed with a
spoon. The removal of the leg usually makes another opening, to be utilized in the same manner.
P»c sure you have a well sharpened
knife.
If you cannot succeed in dismembering it gracefully, don't be too sure that
the toughness of the turkey Is to
Λ good after dinner speaker
blame.
is more frequently met with than a

good carver.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Thanksgiving on the Reservation.
The spir't of thankfulness pervades
the Indian Thanksgiving celebration.
A Thanksgiving feast is enjoyed, and
at uight some of the reservation tribes
take part In α "green com dauce." at
which thanks are offered to the Great
Spirit for the good crops of the year.
Tbe Osages usually hold a big feast
at 1'awhuska, their capital city.
Tbe
festivities are participated iu by the
entire tribe, and the missionary who
lives iu their midst aud ministers to
them offers a prayer of thanksgiving
for the good things provided.
Nine Days' Thanksgiving.
In the time of Grecian prosperity
and power that uatlou celebrated a
feast very much resembling that of
the Jews and supjwsedly borrowed
It was called the
from the latter.
feast of Demeter or the Eleuslnlan
mysteries, Demeter being the goddess
of the cornfields, by whose especial
favor only good harvests might be
expected. The celebration continued
during nine days, and offerings to tbe
I oddess were made, consisting of obla·
lions of wine, bouey and milk.
November.
melaneholy days have come.
The flower* fade away.
The cricket· upward turn their to··,
And early die· the day.
The

The mourning turkeys now are led
To death, and. worse perhaps,
The partridges, with muffled drums.
Are sadly sounding tapa.

—Judge.

It
Great, but
to
Man
One
Drove
Drink.

things they |

and then be would walk
up to the rack and feel a gobbler's
breastbone, then stand off and take
a side look at the fowl, moving around
presentj* and gazing at It from tbe nth
In this way he would admire
er side.
It from all points of view and seem*·.I
to derive Immense satisfaction from

Every

enough:

Λ

Hull lill II

now

the observation.
The poultry man was fast becoming
nervous over these strange proceed
Ings, and to put an end to his anxiety
as to tbe man's iutentlous he approach-

ed him and asked:
"Well, sir, what can I do for you?"
The man started and for a momeii;
appeared to be disconcerted; but. re ov
ering himself somewhat, he hlusblngly

ed up the road again.
Presently the herald returned at a
more stately pace, preceding the most
curious
procession that bad ever
Just
traversed the Uuntville road.
behind the rider came a fantastic
clown, either foot on the back of a
Behind him lummilk white horse.

phant bite you."

ÏO

YOU

may talk about your

lest

Was

It

..

every mouthful of It I'll make the ele-

riSC

Thanksgiving Pumpkin Pie

Around the bend there dashed a
rider all crimson aud gold, mounted
ou a black horse gaudy In crimson
housings. With a swing he was lu the
yard, and Just before the window he
blew another blast ou his trumpet.
"A turkey for Master Myerly fit for
a
kins!" he announced in approved
ringmaster tones. Then the black
horse hacked away, bowing to the astonished child, aud wheeled and dash-

called, "here's your
Thanksgiving turkey. If you don't eat

SLOWLY ΤΗΧ PBOOE88ION LUMBERED INTO
THE ΤΑΚΟ.

Turkey

have to watch

the window.
he
••Dick"

Cord Wood,

Remedy
Ely's Cream Balm
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The

stammered:

"Why, you see, I don't quite kiiov.
yet."
"Well, It's about time you did." gruff
ly replied the poultryman.
"Ye-yes— 1 suppose so. but I don't
I want to get α turkey, but I waul II
be quite sure of my ground before I
proceed."
The poultryman looked at liiin st!"
more suspiciously.
"I dare say
tie pecuNar,"
"but the fact
well, and she

you will think me :i
continued the strange
Is my wlfo Is not ve.··
has sent tne to buy t!i.

I nHNfwUIVIliU
M. Blanc'·

111

ΓΠΜΐιwfc.

8urpriM

For Hi· American
Guests.

"The most un-American Thanksgiving I ever spent was In a French bo·
tel ten years agy." say3 a woumn contributor to the New York Globe. "The
proprietor was α friendly old soul and
liberal to α fault He not only Invited
all the guests In the bouse to dinner,

but he sent invitations to ex-guests an
well. One family who had spent the
previous winter with blm bad gone
home to America, leaving their daughter at school. Old
M. Blanc sent an
Invitation to the
Hch'tol. and the
demoiselle Américaine and a governess

came

to

Taris and spent
the day at the
1 had a
hotel.
country house
near Paris then.
but M. Blanc did
not

forget

me

either. So 1 went
into Paris. taking my two girls
wllh me. The hotel was a small
but
well
one,
known, and it
η
rendezwas
vous for man;, interesting Ami titans. The tables
were decked with
holly and mistle"YOt'B NATIO.NAL
Blanc
M.
toe.
DISH."
In his ardor had
lie
mixed up our American fetes.
■loved
about, smiling mysteriously
and whispering to questioners that be
had a surprise in store for us-a dessert which would muke us ail feel as
If we were not In Paris at ail, but
back in that faroff 'chez vous' whence
we had come. There were mu< b laughing and merriment, and we drank M.
Blanc's health iu his best wiue as α
Ills waiters
mark of appreciation.
soon appeared tottering beneath the

of a
huge plum pudding
wreathed In holly and bearing an
Of
French flag.
American and a
course we heaped him with praise.
He beamed and beamed, poured brandy
over his chef d'oeuvre and lighted it,
served it himself and said to each
person ns they thanked him: 'Did I

weight

V

'Ι

ν

\

1

'V

JUST GIVE TO ME Δ SOLID WEDGE OF YANKEE PUMPKIN PIE!
Let them e^t those airy pastry puffs they think
Bccausc they've got outlandish names and cost

But, ray, to curb your
There's nothing like a

so
a

veiy nice

mighty price,

not tell you you would feel chez vous?
Your national
It is good nnd hot.
"
dish! Will you have some more Are?'

appetite and your stomach satisfy
great big chunk of Yankee pumpkin pie!

SCARLET FEVER.

Ro^st beef may have more nutriment, more body building worth;
Veal, mutton, lamb, be nourishing: and strctching of your girth;
Your chicken, duck -or turkey may suit palates very fine.
But these Cin take a back seat when i'm passing down the line.
Fish, flesh and fowl may serve to stay the appetites of some,

A Scourge of White Race· In All Ag·*
and Countri··.

/

Now flat smallpox, thanks to comhas become a rar-

pulsory vaccination,

But you must treat me better when I to your table come.
Leave out the high toned viands, let each dainty dish go by,
If I can get my face fast in a piece of pumpkin pie!
—John S. Grey in New York Tribune.

TRAMPS' THANKSGIVING.

HIS TURKEY WAS CROW.

Hoboes Get Theii
Holiday Dinner·.
A great deal depends υιι the kind of
mun who wishes lo take part in the
Feasting, wrote the late Jusiab Flint
A panhttii
In Good Housekeeping.
iler from the Bowery will have a

Why the Fine Old Gtntleman Hate·

How

New

York's

Thanksgiving

I ever

"It stands out

spent?"

an

A

BEAUTIFUL, DASH-

nroTODHowokah.

|,eautlful, blight

da8hl*K

vote.

"My successful opponent lived in a
neighboring town and graciously invited me to be his guest on the follow·
It would have
lug Thanksgiving.
looked surly to refuse, and I went It
was really an admirable social func
tlon, but the few hours I put In there

!

ι
1

were

torture.

The host met me with

hearty band clasp. Turnlug he said.
'My wife.' Resplendent In satin and
Jewels I saw my stenographer. 'Love
and war,' she murmured. 'He thinks
I was visiting my old home in New
England.' I held my peace, but that
fatted turkey tasted like crow."—Dea

The Example.
Mr. Pitt—The Uuited States sets an troit Free Press.
!
example to Europe every ThanksgivIn g day.
Fatherly Advice.
Mr. I'euu—'That's true. They don't
"The farmer." said the young tur
aave Thanksgiving days in
Europe. key, "seema to be very fond of me.
l>ut then they haven't so much to l>e I He throws the choicest morsels of
thankful for.
! corn to me every day and In many
"I wasn t thinking of that feature of ways shows his admiration for me."
It."
"Well," advised the old turkey, "I
"Wliat weie yon thinking ofV"
! wouldn't let It go on if I were you
"Of the dismemberment of Turkey." i You are npt to lose your head over

I

The Athletes' Dinner.
De Style—What makes you think the
Carrants are going to have a regular
athletic Thanksgiving dinner?
Ounbusta—Why, they bad their turkey killed with a golf club and stuffed
with tennis balls.

it for yourself."
"It seems flexible," s.-fid the tunn
gingerly pressing his lingers upon tli.
lart mentioned. "You know, my wife
Is a great judge of these tilings, an I
Now about
she told me all about it.
the color of the legs. They should be
jurply blue, with just a tinge of *:ray
"Well, there they are. You couldn't
fet anything nearer the description
unless we painted them for you."
"No, no. 1 don't want 'em paiuted
She said the color should be natural
S'ow about the flesh. I want to pinch
that and see that It is elastic."
"Well, pinch," said the dealer.
The purchaser pinched and pinched
jntil there was not an iucli of the bird
Then he gave ti
lot fairly covered.

"Try

the many who responded selected
#

! it."

Very Nearly Trouble.
"Florace, you don't love me

J
I

;

as

yoi
used to."
"Not altogether, my dear. When w·
were first married I loved yon for yoin
beauty. Now I love you f«»r your real
worth, your many excellencies of mini'
and heart and for your"—
"So. Horace IIIîîîtsworthy! You thinl>
I've got entirely over my ;rood looks
do you? Let me tell you, sir"—
"And for your unfailing sweetness οί
disposition, ray dear."
Uncertain whether to go ahead ami
scold him just the same or to Indulg·
In a good cry, she compromised bj
doing neither and fell to darning hh
socks with reoewed energy.

A Conundrum.
IJttle Flora —Mamma, you

girl,

are

you?

ain't «·

Mamma—Certainly not

my dear. I'm a woman. Little Flora
But you were a little girl, weren't you'
Mr.mmn—Oh, yes, years ngo. Lltth
Flora—Well, where is the little girl
now that you used to be? —Chicago
News.

our

doubtfully.

extra stenog-

uud
young woman who justified my immediate faith in her ability. She did all
my private correspondence, knew as
much about the Inside of the campaign
as I did, working day and night with
η willingness that was surprising, and
even took from one of my shrewdest
advisers the list of voters in the strongest sectiou with which I had to contend, with full instructions as to how
the most Influential persons among
It
them could be won to my cause.
was great work, and yet I fell several
hundred short of the normal party

ire

Judge.

TnaiiKsgivmg ui'.im
turkey
Now, I never liought a turkey in 1:
life, ami I don't want to make a :n!
I have full lnstni<;i>
take la it
from my wife, but still It requin
great cure to carry tliein out."
"Ob, If that's all." said the poultr,
man, reassured, "I will help yuu <»ui
"You will?" asked the man eagerly
What's the mrit.V
"With pleasure.
with this one?" And he took down ;
turkey and held It up to view.
"Does his breast move iu or out in.
lier pressure?" asked the purchase·
for

rapher and from

ilfferent purchases so that they can
be handily reached, while others as
slst in making the tire and attending
to the actual cooking. The man who

Thanksgiving Tip.

HE ΕΧΛΜΙΝΚυ Till·; Til' OF Til Κ TUK<il*l

In

for an important public ofllce. It was
done against by better judgment and
ouder great près
sure, but when a
limn enters such
a flght he wants
to win. I was in
a
close district
and determined
to put up the
best flght
very
that the circumstances
would
permit. 1 advertised at once for

The favorite procedure for a great
many roadsters Is flrst to beg for
money with which to buy the mate
rials for a feast aud then to cook the
meal themselves at some Improvised
eainp or "hangout." This is the great
Jelightof a number of western tramps
Some days before the holiday Is due
they begin to save up their spare pen
tiles for the eomlug "gorge," or "scoff."
as It Is also called.
Perhaps there is
a party of them together, aud they
combine their forces aud funds.
Many of them cuu cook fairly well,
and all lend soiie assistance in pre
paring the meal. One attends to car
rylng the water, another arranges the

If the second joint may be considered a second Joint in any sense other
than anatomically It Is so close a sec>nd that It may always be successfully
flayed for « place on the race track
>f epicurean prestige and hilarity.—

It has scourged the white races In all
and all countries, and the physicians of all schools have leveled
Yet
their heaviest artillery upou it.
ages

my
politics.
memory like un obelisk ou a plane, and
it was not so very long ago either.
"I had been induced that fail to run
tical

antiquity.

800 years
before the beginning of our era, called
it a heritage from the remote past.

mused the flue old gentleman who has
an unconquerable antipathy to prac-

should.

The Roman Cerealia.
With the idea of returning thanks
For a bounteous harvest the warlike
[tomans set apart some days In the
lutuniu of each year for what they
termed the Cerealia iu honor of the
This observance is
goddess Ceres.
(aid to lie as ancient as the reign of
Uomulus and was altogether an outThere were gay procesloor frolic.
sions to the fields and rustic merrymakings, alluded to by the poet Virgil.

It is a malady of enormous

Thuoydides, writing nearly

Practical Politic·.

"Bluest

barder time finding his Thanksgiving
Sinner than wili a well dressed hobo
In general, the panfrom the west.
handler has to remain content witli
the same simple fare on holidays that
be is accustomed to the year through
The well dressed and skilled beggar,
on the other hand, expects and looks
lie may
for delicacies on fete days.
have to look a long while before he
finds all that he thinks he is entitled
to, but the genuine seeker perseveres
until he believes that he has cele
brated the day as a man of his parts

not chefs sit around the fire, smack
their lips and swap stories about the
places they were in the year before.
Perhaps some man will be reminded
if having been in Jail the year before.
Fie tells about the poor "feed" that he
received and how lie scolded against
rate and the law for having shut him
up on such an occasion. Another man
will remember how he was In the far
west where there was no meal at all
Still another will recall how he thought
i)f reforming and had practically made
up his mlud to go to work whe.n some
housewife tempted him with a tine
riianksgivlng "set down." and his good
resolutions went to pieces.

ity In civilized communities, scarlet
fever steps forward as the worst of
the eruptive diseases of childhood.

sigh of satisfaction.

But there';
"That seems all right.
thing more—the wings. You don't
nlnd my twisting them according tiwife's instructions? She call·,
ny
hat the crowning test of tenderness.'
\nd lie delicately turned them arouni'
is he would the kuob of a door. ThK
lone, he opened (lie beak and looked
uto the mouth, devoting considerable
:itue to a minute examination of the
Ip of the tongue. Finally he annouuc
1 h1 Ills satisfaction, paid for the turke.v
1 ind started off with It.
lie reached the door, then suddenly
>ne

urned.
"Great heavens! I forgot to examne the flexibility of the spur, and
vitliout being backed by that all other
1 esta are useless."
But the poultryman had vanlshe"
nto a nearby saloon and at that mènent was engaged in toulng up hi
icrves for the next customer.—New
fork Herald.

|

USE FOR A TELESCOPE.
Interesting

Made

Woman
One
Use of the Glass.

Discovery

by

"I thought It was a pretty fair sort
jf telescope for one that wasn't very
alg," said Uncle Silas. "I rigged it
ip In the attic by the high north win
low and had it fixed so It would
swing around easy. I took a deal of
satisfaction In looking through It, the
sky seemed so wide and full of won
lers. so when Hester was here I

:hought I'd give her the pleasure too
She stayed a long time upstairs and
seemed to be enjoying It. When shi

•ame down I asked her If she'd dis
covered anything new.
"
'Yes,' she says.
'Why, It mad·
everybody's house seem so near tha
[ seemed to b« right beside 'em. am
[ found out what John Prltchard"
rolks are doin' In their outkltchen.

I've wondered what they had a Ugh
here for night after night, and
lust turned the glass on their wir
lows. They are cuttin' apples to dr
-folks as rich as them cuttin' apples'
"And actually that was all the won
in had seen! With the whole lioaver.
i>efore her to study, she had spent Intime prying Into the affairs of h<
aelRhbors! And there are lots nwr
te!<
and
without
Ike
her—with

leopes."—Christian Uplook.

it remains a

puzzle unsolved and

an

We
enemy uncouqtiered even today.
are lit doubt as to its cause, and there
is no drug or antitoxin that will cure
it. But despite all this the death rate
from scarlet fever is steadily declining, and we may expect it to decline

more and more as the years go by.
The reason for this, I take It. lies iu
the fact that the modern doctor Is a
great deal more sparing with pills and
powders than his jivdeecssor and a
great deal more iavi.sh with water, air
In the old days it
and antiseptics.
was < u. toui.iry to dose scarlet fever
patients with all sorts of violent remedies in staggering quantities, and as a

Today
result m UK of ι Item died.
nied! in ; ar«* but minor auxiliaries iu
ltd both doctor and
the sicki ·<·ί:.
ι.ιτν devote th.lr main energies to
I'f"vetiM:ir: a spread of the infection.—
■

lielineaior.

Fiddled Into Cîtke.
I,< sslng îvlales t■ tu t :n 1S4S he met
a( Oswogii, Ν. V., Major <'ochr:iu. then
nearly oI.:htv yearn «:!»!. a sou-lu-law
of General Philip Schuyler. who told
the ;·1 «.rv at lii election t«» congress
duri:i : the ilminlstration of the elder
Λ ill m.·'. Λ ver s< I \.as to ">e launched
oti one of the lakes in Interior New
York, and people came from afnr to

if. The young folks gathered
(!»·:·. detcnjiliH'd to have a dance ut
night. There was a fiddle, but no
fiddler. Young Corhran was mi ama?ee

performer, and his services were
lie gratified the Joyous
demanded.
company, and at the supper table one
of the gentlemen remarked, In commendation of .lis talents, 'hat he was
The matter was
"fit for congress."
talked up. and he was nominated and
elected a representative In congress
for the district then eoinprlslng the
whole of New York west of Rrhenectady. He always claimed to have
teur

"llddled himself Into congress."

A Wcrthy Des're.
An ambitions y«>u· g ("hleacoan railed
upon a publisher < f novels i:i that city,
to whom he Imparted confidentially
the Information that he had de i«b*d
to "write a book" and that lie wor.ld
be pleased to afford the pubil· '1er t'.ie
chanee to bring It out.
"May I venture to Inquire as to the
nature of the book you pro|»ose to
write?" asked the publisher very po-

litely.

"Oh," came in an offhand way from
aspirant for fame, "1 think of
doing something on the line of 'Les
Misérables,' only livelier, you know!"—
the

Lipplncott'e.

Spoiled His Appétit·.
"Every bit of food on this table,"
said the serving lady to Lamson as he

eat down to eat at the church supper,
"was cooked by your wife."
"Oh. I don't mind," rejoined Lam"I'm not α bit hungry,
son faintly.
anyway!"—New York Times.
A Foozle.
met Clarence. Ile le a
conversational foozle. George—How's
that? Evelyn—He makes love when he
ought to play golf, and be talks golf
when he ought to make love.—Illustrated Kits.

Evelyn—I Just

8team.
me what steam Is?"
asked the examiner.
"Why, sure, sir," replied Patrick
confidently. "Steam Is—why—er—It's

"Can yon tell

wather

t hot's

gone

heat."—Everybody's.

crazy

wld

the

One may dominate moral sufferings
labor. Study saves from dis-

only by

| couragement.—D'Abrantes.

THE OXFORD BEABS.
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THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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FORBES

A

AX WOOD

K41Uri tad

Paria HUL
Baptist Church, Rev. G. W. P. Hll, puPreaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
Sabbath evening service
Sunday School at U.
T. P. 9. C. K. Tueaday evening.
at 7 JH.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. m. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Fir·*

tor.

Pr*prl*tor«.
Α. Ε. FOBBES.

Qsosei M. ATWOOD.

Tuuu —$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance
Otherwise 93.00 a year. Single copie· 4 senti

Benj. S. Doe returned from Maasachusetts Saturday.
All legal advertisement
ΛοτκΒτιβΚΜΚιπ-α
Miss Mary I. Mellen closed her bouse
are given three consectlve insertion· for |U
per Inch In length of column. Special contract/ bere last week aod went to New York
made with local, transient and yearly advertls
where she is to spend the winter.
ers.
Benjamin Strout has recently enlisted
Jo· Ρβιιγπνο —New type, fa*t preese·, electri·
in the regular army and been ordered to
power, experienced workmen and low price
Fort
Slocum, New York, for duty.
combine to mak Mils department of oar busl
Miss Mildred Parlin of South Paris is
•eas complete and popular.
the guest 0f her sister, Mrs. Albion W.
Andrews. Miss Parlin is recovering from
emeLE COPIES.
rheumatic fever,
a severe attack of
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four centa
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by which has confined her at home during
of
convenience
for
the
patrom
or
the publisher·
the past summer.
jingle copte· of each Issue have been place*I or
The young ladies of Paris Hill gave
•ale at the following places In the County
Mise Annie L. Parris a pleasant surShurtleff's Drug StoreSouth Pari·,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
prise party Monday which was much enNorway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
by all.
joyed
Postmaster.
Alfred Cole,
Buckield.
Mr·. Harlow. Pott Offlcc.
Pari· Hill.
Qrecnwood.
Wb'te.
T.
Samuel
West Pari·,
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
The other day we picked up an Oxford
Democrat, bearing the date of March 22,
1808, and glancing at the paper in generThANKSGIVINO.
al and the locale in particular, were more
interested than surprised to see what
eOVSKNOR COBB'S PROCLAMATION.
changes have been wrought during that
No State Is truly great nor can long endure little more than a decade of years.
To
that 'toes not appeal to God for strength In adwe will quote a single paraversltv and humility In success The year now illustrate,
drawing to a close Is filled with signs both ol graph from Greenwood: "It was not
warning and encouragement and thai their real long ago that we had occasion to speak
meaning rnav not be misunderstood should be of fourteen
persons then living in town,
the prayer or all those who love their country
and who hope for public and Individual well all of whom were more than 75 years
being under the development of her resources old.
Only one of that number is now
and laws.
Willard Ames, and he is very
Now, therefore, I, William T. Cobb, Governor living.
Of the Slate of Maine, In recognition of the cue- poorly, having a bad rupture and other
followed
lout established by our forefather· and
Now that whole family,
troubles."
generations do hereby appoint
by succeeding
of seven persons, the
Nov 5e, as Thanksgiving day and ask once consisting
Thursday, of
Maine to devote themselves earn
the people
parents and five sons, have passed over
service.
and
«•tlv to Us observance
except one son who is still living on the
The spirit In which the festival was conceived
farm and is the only heir to a heavy
and the traditions which surround It should In
It will be remembered that
cllne all to expressions of gratitude and act» property.
Material prosperity may well one of the brothers, Orville Ames, died
of kindness.
unleea
order
prove to be a menace to social
while on his way home
accompanied by a full sense of Its obligations very suddenly
from Locke's Mills last April. It seems
and limitations, but when In the hearts of a peo
ule there abide reverence and charity, the State we are living still in the age of accidents.
le safe and the future secure.
This time it was Henry Morgan and the
Given at the executive chamber this tenth day
of November, 1S06, by the Governor with the accident occurred last Friday while at
advice and cousent of the council.
work in the woods with his brother
Frank on the town farm. They had cut
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
down a tree, which in turn caused a dry
stub standing r.ear by to fall, striking
Actual Starvation.
Henry on the head and injuring him seAnything In Tour Eye?
Is This a Square Deal?
verely, so that he was unconscious for a
For Service.
while. At the same time it made an
Handwear.
ugly cut on his head, requiring five
Attractive Goods at Attractive Prices.
stitches in cloning it up. Ele was atSleigh and Tesm Bell·.
A Christmas Matinee.
tended by I)r. Wheeler and is reported
Probate Notices
doing well, although still sore and lame.
For Thanksgiving
Frank Morgan commenced trapping
Parker's Hair Balsam.
foxes at the usual season, and fora while
Here and There.
he met with rather poor luck, losing two
traps, game and all. Subsequently his
so that
Carrent news item: "The city of Mil- luck seemed to turn in his favor
whole
waukee ha* almost abolished the use of he caught four in one day. His
the horse in all municipal departments." catch when last reported was 15 foxes,
The horse will never be entirely abolish- one coon and one skunk.
The widow Cobb, who has been stoped, in Milwankee or anywhere else.
ping with Mrs. A. S. Brooke several
weeks, returned to her home in Deering
The buildings of the Seattle exposition
Wednesday. She claims to have escapare to be completed live months before ed
hay fever by coming back here into
the exposition opens. Familiar talk the country, where the air and water
These exposition managers do protest are
pure and healthy.
And those who protest the
too mach.
Hiram.
loudest are generally the must behindhand. The Jamestown exposition was
Mr. Freedom Wadsworth is in failing
never finished.
health.
The snow fall of four inches on the
The committees of the two parties in night of Nov. 14 seems likely to remain.
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth went to DenPortland bave agreed to unite in preventing "the improper use of money" mark.
Miss Eulita M. Allen is attending
in the coming municipal election in that
city. Success to the principle, as well Fryeburg Academy.
Mrs. Cora M. Allen is improving.
as to the interpretation thereof.
Twenty-eight deer hunters were in the
woods near Brownfield line one day reThe favorite game of President-elect cently. Deer were killed by Messrs.
Taft is golf, which strikes President Fred Gould, Fred Wakefield, John W.
Roosevelt as being an "old woman's demons, Almon Storer, Asa
Ward,
game." And yet Mr. Taft, while no! Charloy Ward, aged nine years, Leroy
foi
mark
Roosevelt
to
the
quite up
Osgood, shot with one hand. The
efrenuoueness, lias during the past few woods are full of tliem.
few years demonstrated that he is capLlewellyn A. Wadsworth on his 70th
able of doing a tremendous amount oi birthday, Nov. 13th, received greetings
hard work.
from his friends from Maine to Colorado.
Justice Wadsworth held court in DenOne of the fnuny things connected mark Wednesday and Thursday on cases
with the recent elections is the case of of assault and battery rendering judgthat North Carolina Republican whn ment for the state. He was ill and unwouldn't accept a seat in congress any able to complete the business, and Justhe
Republican tice Cassius W. Pike of Fryeburg will
way, but accepted
nomination because there wasn't any hold a court on Friday, the 20th.
Isaac S. Lowell has sold his farm to
possibility of election. And he «ai
elected after all, and he feels terribly Hon L. K. Giles.
Mrs. Charles W. Kennedy of Camabout it, because he's a business man,
with Mrs.
and doesn't want to spare time for poli- bridge, Mass., is boarding
Ella F. Howard.
tics.
,

—

Prosecutor Heney of San Francisco is
shot in court by a man who commit»
suicide with a revolver after be has been
locked in a cell. Whatever comment is
suggested by the occurrence, it ought to
make the court officer· feel pretty cheap.

Fryeburg.

Copies of the history of Lovewell'β

Fight, which was published in 1 ortland
in 1818 are very scarce, and if any readers of the Democrat have copies, they
should not be used to start fires with or
be thrown into the waste basket, for they
Lovewell s
can be sold at high prices.
Fight—which, as every one conversant
It I· just twenty-five years since the
was
with American
history knows,
adoption of standard time, and we have fought in this town—took place on May
it
to
the
used
though
innovation,
got
8. 1725. 0. S. A few weeks after the
took some years. Some time in the not
battle a minute and circumstantial hisdistant future we shall have another intory of it bv Rev. Thomas Symmes of
novation, in the form of numbering the Bradford. Mas»·, was published, and a
hours of the day from one to twentysecond edition, corrected of this history
four, instead of twelve and repeat, and it of the battle was published a few weeks
will probably lake a dozen years to get
after the publication of the first edition.
used to that.
This history of Lovewell's Fight has
been the basis of all the detailed acA proposed change to which there is counts of the battle which have since
practically no opposition is the change been written. This history which
of date of inauguration of the president Symmes wrote of the battle has since
from the 4th of March to the 30th ol been several times republished, viz at
April, which is the auniversary of Fryeburg in 17W, in Portland in 1818, In
Washington's first inauguration. Yet Oncord, Χ. Η in 16(11, and in Boston,
the change is not made, nor is there any Mass in I860. The edition which was
immediate or detinite prospect of it.
published in Portland In 1818 is the one
of which copies are mentioned above as
Another Strike at Rumford.
being scarce and as having a high monThe end of the strike in the mill of etary value. The books which constithe International Paper Co. at Rumford tuted the library of the late John Marwas quickly followed by a strike in the shall Brown of Portland were sold at
Oxford paper mill, though this seems to auction in Boston on Oct. 27, 28, 29 and
have originated in a different way. The 30, and among them was » copy of this
mill has been running on the three- edition published in Portland in 1818.
tower system with a day of eight hours. The bidding for this copy was animatA change was made to a ten-honr day, ed. and the person who got it had to pay
and the WO employee bad agreed to the $13 for it. A copy of the above mentiou
change, with an increase of pay of five ed edition of Symmes' history of Lovein 1801 was publishper cent. It was learned, however, that well'rtlght, which
the change would lay off two union ed in Concord, Ν. Π., was included in
officers, John Barnett, president of Local the above-mentioned auction sale, bringNo. 9 of the Paper Makers, and Stephec ing 40 cents; and a copy of tho edition
Wagner, vice-president of Local No. IÉ which in 180S was published in Boeton
was also included, bringing $2.
of toe Pulp and Sulphite Workers.
A meeting of all the employes wa«
East Waterford.
thereupon held, and they voted to gi
71 was realized from an
The sura of
out as a body.
Tbi· was on Monday. Tuesday Hugh entertainment given Saturday evening at
J. Chisholm, president of the Oxford the close of the school, the money to be
used for furnishings for the school room.
Paper Co., was in town and addressed
delegation of the workmen from tin Much credit is due the teacher and
several department· of the mill. Im
pupils for the excellence of the exermediately afterward the strikers had s
\V. Keen, wife and son. of Bridgmeeting and voted to remain out.
An official of the paper makers ton were at Sidney Ball's last week.
Alton Howe went to Lewiston recentnational body ia expected at Rumforc
ly to consult his physicians.
soon to endeavor to assist in reaching a
W B. Walker of Norway is with hie
settlement.
On Wednesday notices were posted ai ι brother Herbert for a week or m»ro
William Jenkins of South Waterford
the mills that all the workmen on strike
most return by Friday, or they woulc I is working for W. H. Chadbourne.
A bad accident happened near here
be considered out of the company's em
ploy, and their places would be filled bj this Friday afternoon to Edmund Everett
of N'orwav. He and two brothers bad
others.
Only eleven of the employes returned been hunting for deer and left their
to work Kriday, in spite of the ultima teams at Chas. Hunt's on the Ansel
A number of coi Bean place. While Edmund was packturn of the company.
beds have been set up in the mill, but ing the rifles on the sled to return home
they have not yet been used, nor bav< one was accidentally discharged, the
bullet entering the abdomen near the
any new hands arrived in town.
State Commissioner of Labor Lyon: t uavel and coming out a little back of the
has been in Rumford for a few days in right side. Dr. Stimpson was soon on
▼eatigating the situation. Ue stated ti the spot and took him to hie home in
the Time· that the labor troubles ol ! Norway.
k
the town were immediately dne to
Norway Lake.
fight for supremacy between two laboi
Mrs. James Partridge is on the sick
organizations.
list. Her health has been poor f'»r some
time.
Woodsman Killed Near AnJover.
The sick oies at the hospitals are improving quite fast and are expected
and
M IB DOC Κ ENMAN, FKOM NEW BRt'NS 'home In a few days, Mrs. Roco
Mrs. McAllister from Lewiston and Mrs.
WICK, FATALLY INJURED.
Nellie Jordan from Portland.
Wood took Carlton Jordan to
I J
Portland to see his mother the 14th.
While at work chopping near Beri
Mrs V. L. Partridge visited In HeDunn's camps Tuesday of last week
bron for a week, returning home the
Mnrdock Enman, whose home is in Ne*
tree 19th.
hit
a

Cltfohn

Brunswick,

waa

by

falling

And so badly injured that he lived but ι
few hour·. He was taken to Andovei
village on a stretcher, but died befori
the attendance of a physician could tx

secured.

Enman waa 21 years of age and unmarried. He baa a brother at Rumford
and another in Worcester, Mass.
▲ shoe factory in Sprlngvale jnst leased by the W. L. Douglas Shoe Co. ia ex-

peeted

ta fall

employ
opération.
to

about 1000 hands when

North Pari*.

The Baptist chnrch is being shingled.
The Ladle·' Aid supper and sale held
Friday afternoon and evening, Nov. la,
netted them $33 38.
Mrs. Frank Keene is very sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Ryerson of Portland visited his sister and family, Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Hollia, recently.
Rev D. B- Dow of Rochester, N. U.,
recently visited hia parents, Mr. and

Μη. Β. K. Dow,

a

few days.

WMt Parti.

The Ladles' Social Circle of the Free
for a «ale
Baptist obarob are
to be held afternoon ana evening, Wednesday, Dec. 2d, at Dunham's Hall.
There will be fanoy work, apron, and
handkerchief tables, also food and candy
tables. There will be a free entertainment in the evening with a good programme of music, etc.
The post office is open to candidates
for the position of postmaster. Mr. P.
C. Fickett, who has served faithfully in
that capacity for nearly twelve years, baa
resigned, and several are securing sign! ere to a petition for the place.
Henry Dean from South Paris is clerking as assistant to C. E. Chase in Maxim's
grain mill and store.
The annual fair and ohicken pie supthe
per held at the Universaiist church
18tb, under the auspices of theOood Will
Society, was, as usual, a success, although the attendance may not have
been quite so large as usual because of
stormy weather. Some were present
from out of town including quite a number of ladies from Bryant's Pond. The
sale tables were tastefully arranged in
the church parlors, the fancy work table
being prettily decorated in red and
in
green. The candy table was placed
the alcove in the entrance ball and was
of
filled with an attractive display

preparing

sweets, which found ready sale, nearly
$3 being taken at this table. A great
variety of pretty dolls were sold, an<l the
entire sum netted for the aprons, useful
an<Lfancy articles, etc., was about ICO.
Down stairs on the stage in Good Will
Hall several of the young girls belonging
to the Junior Y. P. C. U. had charge of
a mystery tree which was well patroniz-

ed and thereby several dollars were added to the receipts. The supper reflect-

ed

much credit

on

committee in

the

charge, as the quality was excellent and
it was finely-served. Young ladies who

members of the Senior Y. P. C. U.,
dressed in wbitej served as
waiters. Thirty-five dollars was taken
for supper, which included the evening's
The evening program
entertainment.
was as follows:
1. I'lano duet. The Merry Princes*,
Mr*. H. H.Warlwell, Madge Tuell.
2. Reading. A Voire from a far Country,
MUb Lily P. Price.
3. Duet.
Mrs. C. H. Rates, Mise Annie Stochr.
4. Dialogue, An <Mil Mistake,
were

daintily

Seven children.

Reading,
1, Sandal phon.
2, The Wayside Well.
Rev. I. 8. Macduff.
6. Solo, The Menage In ray Dreams,

5.

Mr» C. H. Bates.
7. 3 Act Charade, Back ward,
C. F. Barden, Laura Barden, Marjorte Elllngwood.
8. Reading, Curfew Muet Not Ring To-night,
Elinor H. Tuell.
9. Duet,
Mr*. Rate», Misa Stoehr.
10. The Birthdays,
By seven young ladles.

The programme was announced by Rev.
Miss Macduff. The entire net proceeds
of the whole affair will be over $112.
Onward Rebekah Lodge has divided
its membership into two sides for an entertainment contest, which it was the
intention to have the first of December,
have
necessitated
but circumstances
some changes In the arrangements. One
side with Mrs. Eva M. Swift as captain
expect to play the drama "Grandmother
Hildebrand's Legacy," the second week
in December at Dunham's Hall. As it
will then be so near the holidays the
other side may defer their entertainment
until the first of January. Miss Mabel
E. Ricker is captain of this side.
There will be a Thanksgiving ball at
Dunham's Hall on Wednesday evening,
Nov. 25. Music by Swastika Orchestra
of South Paris, 4 piece*. Oyster and
pastry supper at intermUsion, which
will be served by the local O. E. S.
Mrs. Hattie B. Mooney has gone to
Island Falls to stay this winter with Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Mooney.
Mr. Austin E. Whitman has sold his
farm to a Mr. Wheeler of Gilead. After
selling off about all his fine stock Mr.
Whitman had au auction Thursday, A.
D. Park of South Paris, auctioneer.
Quite a quantity of household goods and
farming tools were sold. Mr. Whitmau
has purchased of G. Will Berry the socalled Cmhman house on Pioneer Street.
He will occupy the lower rent and we
understand that Mr. Chas. H. Curtis and
family will remain in the upstairs rent.
The assistant engine has again been Installed here with help to work both
night and day, and to assist trains up
the grade west of our village on the
G. 'Γ. R. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel 0. Hill have been
visiting his relatives at Norway.
Mrs. Charles Denham of Portland visited her mother, Mrs. Ε. M. Emery, two
or three days last week.
Many of our people regretted the early
coming of the snow as quite a number of
the wells are low for water.
Dr. F. E. Wheeler has just purchased
and valuable driving horse of
a uew
Massachusetts parties.
There was a sociable by the school
scholars last Friday evening at Centennial Hall with a good attendance. Ice
School closes the
cream was served.
Wednesday before Thanksgiving and
there will be two or three weeks' vacation. Mies Price will not return for the
grammar room, but Miss St^ebr expects
to again teach the primary grade.

!

Bethel.

Sundny morning, No?. 15, the ground

wm covered
J snow.
Tbe

with «boat elx loobee of

morning service· were fairly
! well attended. The temperance meeting of tbe Christian Endeavor led by
Mrs. Curtis was very interesting ana
helpful.

:

Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with
Mrs. Pannie Bisbee Lovejoy.
Dr. Edison Baker has been visiting his
parent·, Rev. and Mrs. Cnrtis.
Wednesday evening tbe ladles of thé
Universalis! church served their annual
chicken pie supper to a large number of

people.

brought

"Along about Thankeglvln' time there's somethin* In the air
That seems to make you brisk and strong, that
kind of crimps your hair;
You feel all ready for the storms you know you'll
bave to meet,
You're not afraid of anything that's walkln'
round on feet,
Ami, lookln' at It any way, the old earth's quite

sublime,
Although It's bare and

Tlnnksglvln'

time."

brown

along about

has something to be
thankful for.
All muet feel thankful that elections

Nearly everybody

are over

and business reviving.

Has winter really come to stay with
us for six months?
Hope the Greenwood correspondent
has begun his record of snow storms.
Elmer Briggs has gone to Percy, N.
H., to work in the railway station.
School closed Friday for a fortnight's
vacation, and the winter term will then

begin.

Since the snow storm on the morning
of the 15th sleds and sleighs have been
used here.
Henry A. Cross has returned home
from his visits in Albany, Oxford and

Norway.

Elmer Stiles and family have moved
out of town, and the "Beehive," which
formerly contained four families, is now

empty.

Mrs. Elsina Coffin and her boy-boarder, Percy Mitchell, moved here from
Berlin, Ν. H., last week to live with
Mrs. Coffin's sister, Mrs. Sarah W.
Brown.
Clarence A. Tyler will continue selling
fresh meats, and will drive to Bethel
Hill three times a week. He has had
cards printed bearing his initials, and
his customers have only to display a
"C. A. T." in the window to Insure a
call.
Benjamin F. Russell, whose death in
St. Louis, Mo., was recently announced
in the papers, was born in Greenwood,
three miles from Bethel Hill. He went
to Missouri in 1873, where he became
a lawyer, and editor and publisher of
the Crawford (Mo ) Mirror.

Wednesday.

Miss Columbia Bnmpua, who spent
the summer and early fall in Auburn, is
now at home and visiting her friends in
this place.
Mrs. H. A. Cushman went to Anburn

Thursday.

A son of Mr. Pratt of

Oxford,

who is

attending school here, got shot in the

leg Tuesday.

attached
gun.

We hear that no blame is
to the young man with the
Brownfleld.

The first snow storm Saturday night;
about three inches of snow fell.
There ia a regular water famine in this
town. Some of the people have to haul
water for their cattle and for the house.
Mrs. Ε. B. Bean, who has been oritically ill, is more comfortable, but not
considered out of danger.
Mr. Bean is convalescent.
Thursday evening the Rebekahs nominated officers for the ensuing year, also
furnished a harvest supper.
A Mr. Anderson of Portland is stopping at Mr. Alvin Perkins'.
Mrs. Tee of Denmark is working for
Mrs. R. Linscott.
East Bethel.

Winter ia here and many enjoyed a
aleigh ride the 15th.
Mr. A. M. Bean has gone on a hunting
expedition to Lovell.
Farmers have been selling potatoes
delivered at Locke's Milla at sixty cents

per bushel.
Mrs. S. E. Rich of Berlin, Ν. H., ia
visiting her siater, Mrs. A. M. Bean.
Bartlett
entertained
Mr. William
friends from Old Town laat week.
Mr. J. E. Fifield visited hia sister,
Mrs. Q. K. Hastings, laat week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kimball, Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Z. W.
Bartlett enjoyed a aleigh ride and dined
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frost at
Locke's Milla the 15th.
Misa Florence Skilllngs closed a very
ancceaaful term of achool here Friday the
20th.

Monday.

Althea Stetson of Buckfield spent Sun

day with

her father. R. N. Stetson.
Harriet Swett of Canton is again hart
doing dressmaking. She came thii
week Tuesday.
James Frye, Hiram Rawson and sot
Merton, of Paris Hill, have been in tliii
vicinity the past week bunting deer.
Mrs. M. P. Heald is ill with a son
throat.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Parlin of Sumnei
Hill spent Tuesday with Mr. Parlin'i
sister, Mrs. D. D. Small.
E. W. Penley of South Paris and Mr
Morton, of Sweden, have bought th<
John Heald farm.
A. G. Farrar shot a fine deer Tuesday
He caught recently at different timei
four blue jays in his fox trap.
Mrs. Rachel Parlin of South Paris ii

speuding few weeks with her daughter
Mrs. D. D. Small.
Mrs. Ann West had quite a seven
Mrs. Wes
shock Saturday morning
had a similar attack some years ago. A
this writing she is very comfortable.
Lester West, wife, and two children
of South Paris, were here Saturday anc I
Sunday, called here by the illness of Mr
West's mother.
The fall term of school in the Pleas
ant Pond District, taught by Miss M. A
Heald, closed the 13th. The scholar ι
have made a good improvement in tbeii
studies. The primary class in arlthmetii :
have made a hard struggle with the mul
tiplication table. Two little boys, Bar
old Conaut and Gilbert Small, had al I
the tables perfectly committed to mem
ory, for which they each received a prize
Edwin G. Doble, who has been ii
trade here for several years, has sole I
out to P. G. Barrett.
a

Denmark.
Mr. Peter Moyne died at the home ο f
his daughter, Mr·. McCauley, Tuesday
He was Θ1 years of age, and was born it

Canada.
The sad news of the death of Mr
Harold Jewett in Portland Sundaj
reached here Snnday night. He was thi )
son of Mr. and Mra. Algernon Jewett
East Sumner.
The parent· have the sympathy of ι
Mrs. Ada, wife of L. B. Heald, died large circle of friend* and neighbors
Funeral Funeral was held at the home Wednes
on Thursday morning, Nov. 1Θ.
services at her late home on Saturday dav, Rev. Mr. Livingstone of Bridgtoi
afternoon. Her death is a sad blow to attending.
the family and to all that knew her
Mrs. Lucy A. Pingree is very sick ant I

Tuesday night·.
Ira Wing shot

a deer Monday.
R. S. Traoy has bought a horse to take
the place of the one he sold. The new
one is kind and safe, young and a free
roadster.
The McKinley League held an entertainment at our Rchool house on the
evening of the 19tb.
School closes this week for a two
weeks1 vacation.
J. W. Leonard of Mansfield, Mats.,
was hnre
recently and bought two
horses for his R. F. D route.
0. C. and W. E. Allen of South Paris
are here visiting relatives and hunting
deer.
Frankie Burnham of Leeds is visiting
the family of E. F. Child.

Mason.
We have a little snow, and the deer
hunters are plenty. They bave taken a
few. Maurice Tyler got oue Monday.
A. O. Lovejoy, Charles Hanscom and
a Mr. Jackson from Norway are camping
in Lovejoy's camp.
Nat Bennett of Norway and some
others are camping in the Merrill house
and looking for deer.
Ε. H. Morrl'l is loading a car of bobble wood to go to Auburn. He is hauling it on runners; says it Is quite good

sledding.
Douglas Cusblng and Jim Westlelgh
are cutting timber for J. A. McKenzie
Douglas Cashing bought a cow of
Freeman Stanley of Waterford.

■

not ezpeoted tn recover.
Mr. Ed Evans went to Browtiflelt I
Thursday morning after a load of grail
and was taken very sick at that place.
Thanksgiving ball in Odd Fellows
Hall. Music by
Ingalis' Orchestra
Thanksgiving evening, Nov. 20.
shot in town Sat
were
deer
Two nice
urdav, the 21st, a fine bnck by Leon Η
Ingalle, weight 225 pounds; a fine doi
by Irving Ingalla which weighed abou t
175 pounds.
The assault and battery caae whicl
was brought against Chas. E. Pingree bi
A. C.
upon
was

Boyd, superintendent of schools
Raymond A. Iogalle, 10 years old
tried before Justice Pike of Frye

in the town bouse here the 21st
Mr. Pingree was discharged amid thi
shout· and approval of the crowder
house. Mr. Pride of Westbrook for de
fendant and Perkine of Cornish fur com

burg

town and

vicinity.
North

Waterford.

James Brown and Mrs. Swan are stopping at Bert Brown's.
The following pupils were not absent

one-half day: Hazel Sawin, Harry Morey,
Louise Lord and Olyndon Sawin. Guy

McAllister was absent only one day.
The following were not absent one-half
day during their attendance in school :
Myron, Lizzie and Francis McAllister of meat. By some mysterious system,
and George York. Of the twenty-nine
known only to the maid, she always
scholars registered twenty-four were
offers you the platter with the fork
not tardy for the term.
eednctively placed In the smallest,
Mrs. Carrie Oiles is on the sick list.
George Farnham has been laid up by poorest portion. Your skilled pensiongetting kicked by Frank Coffin's horse. naire is never enngbt by this trick.
Ernest McGray has a new grapho- Tie always removes the fork from the

pbone.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hobson and baby
yisited her home in Naples a few days.
Mr. P. M. Saunders is building him a
cottage at the Kezars.

piece Indicated and rakes over everything till he rinds the best Tbls is not
Impolite—in a pension. It is the con-

bear the nam»·? What

cartographer

first made a map with this name applied
thereon to these mountains or to any
one of them?

■

Helping Him On.
The somewhat
elderly but still
handsome m ml well preserved bachelor
had loi:;; been an admirer of the young
lady, but never had dared to tell her
so.
At last, however, he mustered

■

grippe,

There

Albany.

were

HOW IS YOUR DIGESTION.

Mrs. Mary Dowling of No. 228 8lb
Ave., San Fraooisco, rrcommends a
remedy for stomach trouble. She says:
"Gratitude for the wonderful effect of
Electric Bitter· in a case of acute indi-

such

they

The breath of cold weather reminds you of something warm to wear,
as Outings, Flannelettes, Kimono Flannels and Shirtings.
Here
are

in

an

endless assortment at the very lowest

prices.

light and (lark shades with fancy stripes sod check»,
exceptionally good (or boys' blouses and men's shirts, extra good
quality, only 10c.

OUTING FLANNELS In
dark shades

OUTING FLANNELS in plain colore, light and dark blue, red, pink, gray, cream
>aod white, extra good twilled, only 10c. Extra heavy in white sod gray.
12 l-2c.

FLANNELETTES, light and dark shades In fancy stripes and figure*, «orne
Persian border, some pretty Japanese designs, good weight, only 10c.
DUCKLING PLEECE or KIMONO FLANNEL in very attractive deslgni,
with fancy border, don't fail to see these, only 12 l-2c.
MOLE SKIN, just the
wide, 15c.

thing

with

some

for men's shirts, strong, durable and warm, 28
inches

FARMERS' FLANNEL, 27 inches wide, in gray and blue with small stripe, ideal
goods for shirts, only 25c.
WOOL FLANNEL in blue, grays and brown,
42 l-2c, 50c.

warm

and

durable, 30c,

:Π

l-2c, ::<c,

EIDERDOWN and KRINKLKDOWN, «he Ideal fabrics for cloaks, dressing
sacques, bath robes, kimonos, and baby blankets, and wherever warmth ar..l
durability combined with daintiness and lightness are desired.

Eiderdown,

25c; Krinkledown, 50c.

HANDWEAR
We have

veiiiiotial thing.
Iu order to prevent any undue advantage the amid has a system of roFirst she begins at the head
tation.
of the table aud works down the
right side. With the next course she

Tumblebown Dick.
In the Democrat of Oct. 3, 1005, I inquired for the origin of the name of
"Tumbledown Dick" as applied to a
mountain in Peru, Me., and to a mountat the foot and works up the
ain in Brookfield, Ν. H. I was not then begins
if she forgets wjiere she
left side
of
with
the
familiar
orology
sufficiently
Oxford County to know that there are stopped and begins wrong there is an
in the oounty two mountains of this name Immediate bowl from those who are
besides the one in Peru, but such is the getting cheated.
Tbls causes many
case, one of them being in the south- bitter aud storuiy arguments.—Albert
in
other
and
the
of
Rumford
west part
Ed wards in Outlook.
the northern part of Gilead. (On Henry
Francis Waiting's map of Oxford County,
which was published in 1858, each of
She Liked Variety.
these three Oxford County moantains is
She Is a very nice little girl, and yet
given with this name of "Tumbledown she has an Imagination so vivid that
Dick," and the same is true of Waiting's
people can't help wondering once in
map uf Maine, which was published in
of it.
1862 ) As mountains of this name are awhllu what Is going to become
Oxford County, any- The little ulrl can and does tell the
so numerous in
thing which will throw light upon the most marvelous tales, and when she is
origin of the name will be of interest to reproved she Is entirely complaeent
the readers of the Democrat. I am in- and cannot see that her effective Inven
clined to think that the name came from
Hons are lAiythlng more than Jokes.
its use in Great Britain as applied to
of these she told to an Interested
Richard Cromwell, son, and for a short One
at whose house she called
time the successor of Oliver Cromwell. neighbor
frequently.
Rev. Ebenezer Cobham Brewer, LL. D
"How Is your mamma, dear?" asked
in his "Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,"
explains the term as meaning "anything the neighbor one morning when the
Dick is little girl made her appearance.
that will not stand firmly.
Richard, the Protector's son, who was
"She Is very sick," answered the litSince the
but a tottering wall at beet."
tle girl earnestly.
"Nelly (her sister)
time when this term of "Tumbledown
with her all night. We
Dick" was thus applied to the weak- and I were up
kneed Richard Cromwell, the term has, called the doctor." But wheu the kind
I rather think, come to be applied not neighbor went In haste to see her sick
only to anything which will not stand friend she found her in every respect
firmly, but, in a secondary, derivative as well as ever.
sense, to anything on which one finds
"Why did you tell kind Mrs. Blank
difficulty in standing, for Oxford County, such a story about me?"-asked mamMe., and Carroll County, Ν. H., are nut ma
seriously of her little girl at the
the only parts of the world where the
first opportunity.
term has been applied to places which
"Well, mamma," said the little girl,
For
afford but an insecure footing.
instance, on the Island of St. Eustatiue, with a toss of her curls, "Mrs. Blank
in the Dutch West Indies, there is a pre- asks me every single morulng bow you
cipitous hill which bears this same name are, and I get tired of telling her that
of "Tumbledown Dick," and it may be
you are very well."—New York Times.
added that, as to the origin of the name
in its application to that hill, there is
Equal to the Occasion,
a tradition similar to that which the
Micbelot. the famous comedian, sufDemocrat of October 17, 1905, gave, on
the authority of Mrs. George Wise, as fered a great deal from the spite of his
to the origin of the name in its appli- colluagues and found It necessary to
cation to the mountain In the town of bo on the alert at every performance.
Peru, viz.: that a man Darned Dick On a certain occasion he had to scold a
tumbled down there.
Such traditions,
mint in one of Mol 1ère's plays, when
however, are not to be relied upon, for
the "claque." which had been bribed
it often happens that what in the course
of time become such traditions were in by Ids rivals, begun to hiss.
Micheiot was by no means disconthe first instance invented to account
for the origin of names whose origin certed. (Jiving Hie servant a couple of
was unknown; and, as I have said, I
blows on the ear. not included in the
am inclined to think that the term
part, he extemporized as follows:
hills
to
as
"Tumbledown Dick"
applied
"You vile scamp of a varlet. there Is
and mountains came from the use of
think of! There you stand
the term as applied, by way of nick- nothing you
listening to the vermin squeakname, to Oliver Cromwell's weak-kneed quietly
son
Richard ("Queen Richard" as he ing in the house and ucver trouble
Can any reader vourself to get the rat poison!"
was also nicknamed)
of the Democrat toll when this name of
The effect of (his sally was striking
"Tumbledown Dick" was first applied
i'he audience broke out In loud apto these three—or to any one of these
prise. and no subsequent attempt was
three—Oxford County mountains which made to hiss the actor.
now

TTRACTIVE
Attractive

goods at
PRICES—

House Table d'Hot·.
The distinctive thing about a Swiss
pension io the table d'hote. The table
d'hote has its own set of conventions.
You can always tell an old pensionnaire by the way he eputters when he
eats his soup, by the way be stabs a
piece of bread from the bread basket
with his knife and by the keen eye
he lias for picking out the best piece

that in or about the year 1780 Henry
Fielding wrote a burlesque play entitled "Tumbledown Dick; or Pbaeton
in the S tide" (first publicly acted in
plainant.
1744) in wbicb young Phaeton receive* courage to say:
Oxford.
"Miss Jessie, I wish 1 were twenty
the loan of bis father Phoebus' lantern
Twenty-seven members of T. A. Rob to establish his paternity in the eyes of veins younger."
erts Post and Corps went to Paris b; r the parish boys, but falls asleep and is
"Why soV" she asked.
I
invitation to the campfire held by W. K. "tumbled out of the wheelbarrow."
"Because then 1 should be bold
Kimball Post and Ladies of the 0. A. R can see in Fielding's play no direct enough perhaps to ask you to marry
reference to Commonwealth politic*,
The occasion was much enjoyed.
me."
Cyrus Wardwell has gone to Gray tt though probably bis use, in the title of
With a charming smile she shook
drive a team of horsea in a logging : hid play, of the term "Tumbledown
Wardwell has gone U » Dick" as applicable to any one whose her head.
camp. Mrs.
"I should have to tell you no. Mr.
Poland Corner to atay with her sister fall from power or prominence is like
that of the stick In the proverbial rockei Baxter." she said. "If you were twenMrs. Goodall.
was due to the fact that the term had ty years younger you would be—er—a
Elias Averill, a civil war veteran, hai
sold his place to Lewis Smith, and ba ι been in vogue three-quarters of a century great deal too young for me."
bought a place in Welchvllle of thi previously as a sobriquet for the weaktie took the hint—and a little while
kneed Richard Cromwell,
Syrian peddler, Bolus.
later the young lady too.
Antiquarian.
The Congregationallst Ladies' Circli
met Wednesday with Mra. Merrill Brack
YEARS OF PROOF,
SEVEN
Missed the Combination.
ett.
"I bave had seven years of proof that
He Is one of those gushing old beaus
Rev. Mr. Farnswortb, pastor of thi
Dr. King's New Discovery is the best who think flattery the key to favor
M. E. church, exchanged with Rev. J
medicine to take for coughs and colds
M. Potter of'Mechanic Fall·, Sunday.
with the gentler sex. The other evenThree members were added to the and for every diseased condition of
ing tie was at a reception with his
.Oxford Division Sons of Temperanci ) throat, chest or lungs," says W. V.
and they met the handsome Miss
Henry, of Panama, Mo. The world bas wife,
Thursday evening.
whom he fired a whole batMrs. Wilfred Perkins was called t< bad thirty-eight years of proof that Dr. Blank, at
is the best remedy tery of compliments.
Then, turning
New
her
sister.
of
the
illness
Discovery
King's
Bridgton by
asthma, to his wife, he said, "It's a good thing
for cougha and colds, la
Locke's Mill·.
hay fever, bronchitis, hemorrhage of the I didn't meet her before I married you,
of conThe members of the Sabbath Schoo I lungs, and the early stages
my dear."
Its timely use always presumption.
a
;
entertainment
a
she smiled sweetly—
"Indeed it
very pleasing
gave
of
tbe
pneumonia. "for her. I Is,"
development
Mt. Abram Hall Thursday evening vents
congratulate Mise Blank."
A.
F.
Sburtleff
at
under
Sold
guarantee
There were songs and recitations and ι
50c. and $.100. —Exchange,
farce entitled "Murder Will Ont." Tht & Co.'s drug store.
free.
bottle
Trial
recitations by Earle Brown are deserv
Art of "Dressing.*
ing of speoial mention. Refreshment!
Albert Card of 8earsport has a novel
The art of consummate drees Is not
were served after the entertainment.
watch obarm. At tbe first glance It
Charles Reed gave a One entertain would be taken for a silver locket of the gift of all or even the majority of
ment with his phonograph one eveninf
who possesses this gift
shape, but on opening it a mankind. One
last week at the home of Mr. W. W rectangular
.complet? English dictionary is found in· knows all the subtle effects on augles,
Coolidge.
side. The little book is only one inch from the style and tilt of his bat to the
Rev. C. L. Banghart and wife ol
long, three-quarters of an inch wide and ►xact width of the point of his shoe.—
Bethel attended the Sabbath School en
one-quarter of an inch in thichueas. It Outfitter.
tertainment Thursday evening.
has 200 pages containing about 1300
Mr. J. A. Pratt and niece Laura ol
words with their definitions; is bound
at
Chas.
Bartlett'i
Mrs.
Portland visited
A Permanent Arrangement.
in red leather and stamped in gold on
last week.
Conductor-What! A half ticket for
tbe front cover and back.

between
seventy anc
eighty people at the danoe given Mr
Everett McKeen and bride by tbeli
North Stoneham.
Lillian Lord of West Lovell visited friends Nov. 14th. Mr. and Mrs. Mc
Keen furnished a very nice treat of pea
Ina Hilton Sunday and Monday.
Watson McAllister of Waterford has nuts and candy.
Dr. Tibbetta waa at F. 0. Sloan1· last
been driving a well for J. C. Sawyer so
week.
they can have water in the house.
of Nortb
Sa win
Master Glyndon
J. B. Haskell of Bast Waterford has
his aant, Miss Estelli
the dam and penstook completed and Waterford visited
the water wheel set for H. B. MoKeen's Bean.
Elmer Saunders shot a deer laat week.
mill. The penstock is one hundred and
Several others also shot deer.
nine feet long and came from Stevens'
Harry Bnmpus came np from Auburn
Tank A Tower Co., Auburn. Mr. Hasto accompany his wife and children to
kell is a man that underatanda the mill
Master Harlan's
there.
their home
business thoroughly.
I
that be
Ooldle Adams Is at home on a vaca- many friends are pleased to hear
la better.
tion from her school at

Bartlattboroogh.

Bryant's Pond.
JUQQLEBS OF
The plan· for the new hotel were re-1
eel red thla week from the New Tork i On· of th· Wonderful Feat* They Are
architect·. Work will be oommenoed on,
8aid to Perform.
the plant m soon ai the oontract can be
Two men—one old and emaciated,
let.
other
lflMes Edith and Elafe Cuahman will carrying u native drum; tbe
attend the winter term of the Farming- young and well fed, fantastically
ton Normal School. They will leave the gowned with an overs kirt of colored
β rat of December.
bandkercblefs aud a multitude of bells
The high achool trouble aeema to be which
Jungle noisily at hit «lightest
over, and a new teacher will be inatalled movement, long, ragged hair, altogethThanksgiving week.
er α hideous figure.
Mr. Κ G. Wing and wife expect to
The drummer begins s weird tomthe winter with their daughter in
tom ing and the other man an Incantaton.
An army of deer huntera have been tion. Then be extends a "supra," a
The success- bamboo tray used by all native·, on
on the trail all the week.
fnl hunter· ao far aa reported are Frank which any one who pleases place· a
Davla, E. 0. Bean, John Eat··, Walter large handful of rice and tbe tame
Arkett end Albert Felt.
of grain. The two Ingredients
C. W. Shaw returned to Buckfield quantity
are thoroughly amalgamated, so that
of
loada
two
car
He
Thuraday.
bought
it would in the ordinary way take
potatoea here.
Mr. F. M. Morse and wife visited at hours to separate tbem.
Now the fantastic man with his tray
Rumford Centre two day· th!· week.
Frank Cnahman 1· cutting birch on begins. He turns round slowly, graduthe Swan lot.
ally qulckenlhg bis pace (tbe drummer
The town achool· have nearly all also keeping time), faster and faster In
cloned.
a giddy vortex, tbe tray at times alL. Winfleld Smith and wife have remost out of Ills bands, yet so cleverly
turned to Brunawlck.
hnndled that not α grain.falls out It la
Lovell.
very trying to watch, but In a couple
Mr·. John B. Kimball 2d hae returned of minutes both stop simultaneously,
and the man shows to the wondering
from a viait at Boaton.
Mr·. H. C. Stearna haa gone to her spectators two little heaps, one of rice
home at Concord, Ν. H., but her bun- and the other grain, at different ends
band, Dr. H. C. Stearna, will remain of the tray, which In his sickening
here a abort time yet. Their aummer
he has been able to separate
home at Pleaaant Point will be complet- gyrations
by some extraordinary manipulation.—
ed In the spring.
Mra. J. H. Walker baa returned from Peurson's Weekly.
a viait to Portland.
TheCitizena telephone line ha· been
THE SWISS PENSION.
extended to the Eut man Hill district,
and aome instrumente installed there.
Many deer are being killed in this Peculiar Manners at the Boarding

Κ

ing business.
At the regular meeting of Mayflowei
in quite
tbe fortunate hunt- Chapter, No. 135, 0. £. S., Friday night,
j plentifully. Among
ers are Dr. R. R. Tibbetts, Will Garey Mrs. Sybil S. Dillingham of Dixfield wai
and Will Bryant.
especially deputized to inspect the work
Town schools closed Friday for two of the Chapter. After the exempliâca
tion of the work and the usual kindlj
weeks' vacation.
Union services will be held on Thanks- suggestions for improvement the ladlet
giving day, Rev. Mr. Banghart preach- served punch and fancy crackers and ι
short musical programme was given
ing the sermon.
The chair factory is doing a large This Chapter has been organized a little
over a year and received much praise foi
business at present.
There will be the usual Thanksgiving the excellence of the work done.
L. L. Morrill has opened a place ovei
ball at Odeon Hall.
the millinery store for cleansing, re
MIDDLE INTKKVALK.
pairing and pressing clothing of al
Dennis Casey, a war veteran and com- kinds. Mr. Morrill learned the businesi
P.
and
rade of Capt G. C. Pratt
with J. A. Bucknam A Co. of Mechanic
Joseph
1
; Packard (both Oxford County men) is on Falls, and doubtless his services will b<
a furlough here.
He resided in Boston, appreciated here.
was educated there, served three years
West Sumner.
in the Third U. S. Cavalry, returned to
Boston from the West in 1867, worked at
The ladies of the Baptiat church aerv
his trade shoemaking until about thir- ed a blue jay dinner in the vestry Wed
teen years ago, went to Togus, tbe nesday to a large oompany. The un
National Soldiers1 Home, and after a favorable weather did not aeem to keej
few years commenced to visit Bethel on people at home. The blue jays flitting
Mr. Casey says the old ■about looked very pretty. A brief en
a furlough.
soldiers are dying oil fast, and they are tertainment was given, the chief featun 1
often answering tbe last roll call to the of which was a solo by Mrs. H. F. At
netted foi
land of peace and rest. The government wood. A neat sum was
cannot do too much for these b'ave men church repairs.
N. C. Ford bas bought Geo.· A
who saved our flag and risked their
lives and health to make this tbe land Chandler's farm. Aa there Is no houm >
of the free and the home of the brave on the farm, only a barn, Mr. Ford hai 1
through all time. Let the young re- also purchased the house owned anc
member to respect these veterans, and occupied by Horatio Chandler.
Fred Bennett and son of Buckfiek ι
whatever their faults may be, remember
tbey fought for equal rights and in- and Lewis Thomas of Massachusetts
dependence, which gives them such all hunters, have been the guests of A
G. Farrar this week.
glorious privileges as tbey now enjoy.
Wilson Ryerson, wife and little son
Emil, of Portland, spent the week enc I
West Bethel.
with Mr.
Ryerson's mother, Mrs
"When barn «m! bin and storehouse are full, as
Rosetta Ryerson.
they can hold,
Of fruit anil wheat—our riches—as good as yelAttorney-at-law Π. T. Atwood of Nor
low gold I
is the guest of bis son, Dr
Ant chiMren go a-nuttlng, or for the wild wood, Mass.,
H. F. Atwood.
grapes roam.
bless
Our hearts give glad thanksgiving! God
Emily Tuell, who has been spending
our farm and home!"
few weeks in Bethel, returned homi
for California.
Deer have been

estimable qualities of heart and life.
She reared a family of four daughters,
two of whom have passed away. The
Mrs. G. H. Warren of North Buck field
two that survive are Mrs. Dennis Pariin
has beou visitio^ her daughter, Mrs. Π.
and Mrs. James B. Cobb, both of whom
H. Buck.
reside in town, and the former named
Cbae. Austin in in the place with his lived at the home
plaoe and cared for
threshing machine.
her mother until death came. The deMrs. Celioda Mayhew Buffered a partial
ceased was 50 years and 4 months of ago.
shock Sunday night.
The Congregational Ladies' Cirole and
Mrs. Leslie Cummings went to Lewietheir friends held a sale and entertainton Monday.
ment and served a supper at the vestry
Miss Ethel Pearson has returned from
on Thursday
evening.
Despite the
Mexico.
weather there was a good atFred Pearson has closed hie school Id stormy
tendance and a very successful and
Milton and is at home.
pleasaut occasion. The comical drama
Percy Harlow is at home from Auburn. entitled the "Modern Sewing Society"
Leon Harlow has returned to his work
took well with the crowd.
in Boston.
Herbert Harlow gathered full blown
Miss Sarah K. Morue is at South Paris
strawberry bloessoras in the woods on
Bennett.
her
Mrs.
Jennie
sister,
visiting
Nov. 14. The next morning the ground
Koy Buswell has returned from Bridg- was covered with six inches of snow, so
ton.
that probably none later will be reported.
What are we going to do for water
Hebron.
for stook, Is the query with many just
The Portland Xaval Reserves played now.
Plenty of water In India, but as
io
22 0
Score
here
Saturday.
that is boyond Hartford Center it is too
favor of nebrou.
far to go.
Quite a number of the Z. L. Packard
Relief Corps accepted the invitation to
Dickvale.
South Paris last Saturday.
Mrs. A. J. Farrar remains quite low,
Miss Susie Emery has been visiting
though in some respects she seems betfriends here.
ter.
All are glad to see Miss Martha Pratt
Several from this place went to the
at home again after a long absence.
Union Bchool house to an entertainment
Alton DoLino of Oxford visited Miss
The Ladies' Circle met at Dr. Crane's

poorly patronized
dav evening.
Quite a delegation from thU town attended the production of "The Mao ol
the Hour" at Lewieton, Saturday, i
special train returned after the evening
performance.
Wednea

median· waa

Mi·· Myra Irish went to Bridgtoi
Dr. George Bourne Farnsworth baa
been visiting his mother, Mn. J. Θ. Thursday for a visit to her sister, Mrs,
H. G. Clement.
Gehring.
▲lien Irish of Bath has been homi
Mr. C. C. Bryant has purchased the
this week on account of illness.
"Frost house" on High Street.
Stanley Benson wlahea, through tb<
Thursday evening the W. R. C. gave
Mrs. Lettie Thayer a farewell reoeption columns of the Democrat, to thank th<
at the new home of Mr. and Mr·. A. F. friends who assisted him so materially
Copeland. Mrs. Thayer is soon to start in the purchase of a horse for his truck

West Buckfitld.

Tripp recently.

INDIA.

BnckfMd.
Μη. Imlly Lorlng returned to bei
home In Lewiston Thursday after an ex
tended visit with relatives and friendi
here.
Mr·. W. M. Richer and daughter visit
ed Mr·. H. H. Merry of Aabnrn the lat
ter part of the week.
▲ show by the Big Four Colored Co

•nch of those girls?
Passenger—Yea,
dr. Conductor—One of tbem looks to
be fifteen and the other at leaat thirteen.
Passenger—That's right; bot,
you see they're half sister·.—Chicago
News,

in stock at low-

always

prices consistent with quality,
all grades of

est

Oloves

Mittens

ind

completeness of

For
and

assortment

J

superiority of value our stock

cannot be

excelled.

Mochas for dress, lined and unlined,

price j

c.

to

$2.50.

50 to $3.50.
Working Mittens and Gloves, price 25c. to $1.00.
These are of exceptional value, made of Buck, Horse, Mule,
Calf and Pig skins and are very durable.
Fur

Driving Gloves, $1

full line of hand knit Woolen
Gloves, Mittens and Hosiery.
Also

a

F. PLUMMER, SA.

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone

Ν.

ΙΟβ-3.

Dayton Bolster & Co.
...

Have

a

Full Stock of

Yarn.

Knitting

Talmar

...

All Wool and Cotton Fleeced Un-

derwear for Ladies and Children.

Large Stock of Men's Working

Gloves and Mittens.

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
3S MARKET

*OUTH

SQUARE,

MAINE.

PARIS.
SEE MY NEW LINE OF

FLANNELETTE
NIGHT ROBES and SKIRTS.
Also

a

complete

assortment of the

Crown riuslin Underwear.
Our fall and winter line of

Millinery

Miss S. M.
SOUTH PARIS,

is most attractive.

Wheeler,

MAINE.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main· Street, South Paris, Maine.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Pipe, Fittings
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Water.
Valvee and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City
At the Foot
o(
in
business
general repairing
liver trouble· Electrlo Bitters Is tbe best
Pater (sadly)—I don't know whit to All in running order and doing a good
remedy on the market to-day." This do with that boy of mine. He's boon machine work and plumbing. Address,
medicine in-

gestion, prompts thta testimonial. I
am fully convinced that for stomach and

great tonic and alterative
vigorate· the system, purifies the blood
and is especially helpful in all forma of
female weakness. 50c. at F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.'s drug atore.
Alex
a

E'.ngsbury, Jr., aged 17,

fell from

wharf at Bath while fishing and

drowned.

waa

«

two years at the medical school and
•till keepe at the foot of his class.
Perrlns (promptly)—Make a chiropodist
of him.

Ont of the shadows of night the
I world rolls Into light—Lonffallow.

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.
CASTORIAFirrfimrt'JûK.
Til KM Yn Hiii AIiijj BM(ht

*

Mr*. Mary Newell of Sumoer is with
her daughter, Mrs. J. D. H ay nee, for the
winter.

ÇnnocrsL

Ilit Watford

SOUTHPARIS.

C. E. Brett haa returned from hi· (rip,
going as far west as Kansas, and having
a very enjoyable trip.

south pAiiis post urricK.

uAce Hour·

Mrs. Anthony Bcmiaof Scranton, Pa.,
visited her aunt, Mrs. Wallace Ryerson,
a lew days last week.

7 JO A.M. to7 SO p. ■.

O&AND TBUHK

KAILWAT.

*

Commencing September 27, ISOe,
Γ ΚΛΙΝΗ

LSAVE

SOUTH

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Daggett and son
of Auburn were guests at Elmer H. Hag·
gett's for a few days last week.

PARIS

dally; 9 :50 a.
downeaat)—5:36 A.
« 33 P. M.. dally.
tally except Sunday; 30 A.
3:26 p.m.,
The advertised sale of the Congrega(we-t;—8
dally;
.«'.In* up
8 47 P. M., dally.
tional Christian Endeavor Society bas
•ally except Sunday;
been canceled, and will not be held.
OMPMfl—.
UotQK

K'.rnt Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
Whorter, Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 a. M.;
Y. P. S. C. Κ 6:00
*i.:i lay School 11 45 A.M.;
Evening service 7 00 P. M.; Church
ι· m
ai 7 :«> ρ m.
-iver meeting Wednesday evening
In
not otherwise connecte·I, are cordially
*

vlted.

Methodist Church. Rev. T. S. Kewley. Pastor.
Sun lay. morning prayermeetlng lû t» A. m.;
School
rrtwhlng -«rvlce 10:45 a. M.; Sabbath
p.
m;
m
Kp worth League Meeting «00
730; claw
evening
meeting
ritv.-r
Wednesday
I
7:30.
venlng
meeting Friday
J. Wallace Cbesbro,
Itaptlst Church, Rev.
service 10:45 a.
j'i-i .r tin Sunday, preaching
v. P. S. C. K 6:15 p.
«.·»! ath school 12
M ; Wednesday even
prayer meeting 7:0ο P.
All are
Seats free.
lug prayer service 7:30.
welcome.
H. Little, Pastor.
J.
Rev
Church.
lulversaltst
at 10:t5A. M
F rei ning service every Sunday
i>n

if there

bad

been snow on the
ground, Sunday would have been one of
the loveliest Indian summer days ever
not

seen.

Reception

All the teachers of the Tillage and a
few from the outside schools were in at*
tendance at the reception given them by
the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union Tuesday evening at the Congregational vestry. The parents did not
respond to the invitation so well, there
being a fair ntynber there, but only a
fraction of the whole number.
After a half-hour spent in
general
sociability, the assembly was called to
order by Mrs. George R Morton, the
president of the Union. Mrs. Morton
extended a welcome to all present, and
said that it was the desire of the Union
to spend a little of the time of the evening considering the topic of scientific
temperance instruction, and she sketched briefly the progress of that line of
work since it was inaugurated by the

The

to

be present.

degree

Newe

By the provisions of the will of the
late Anna ▲. Burnet of Hilton, NT. J.,
#25,000 is bequeathed to Bangor Theo-

CHUKCHM.
Second Congregational Church, Rev. Β. 8·
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday,
10 30 Α. II.; Sabbath School, 12.00 M.; Y. P. 8.
C. K.. Sunday Evening, 630 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 -00 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,

^ayU,

Church, Ββτ. S. G.
Paator. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 3u
A. M. Sabbath 8cbool, 12.Ό0; Y. P.C. U. meeting, 7 30 P. M.
._
«
Methodist Church. Rev. C. A. Brooks, Ρ*Λογ.
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; 8abbath School,
30
7
P.M.,
12 30 M.; 8oclalEvenlng Meeting,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

logical Seminiry.
Dexter R. Berry Lung himself at New
Olouceeter Sunday night, following a
family row, which resulted from his
Friday evening. Bpworth League, 8unday·
being in liquor.
evening, β .Ό0 P. M.
46
Baptisï Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
Almar P. Babbidge, a blacksmith,
Preaching service, 1030 A.M.; SabbUh School,
«

In Weat Parle. Not. 19, to the wife of Samuel
Kate·, Jr., t eon.
In South Pari*. Nor. 18, to the wife of Harry
E. Snow, a daughter.
In Kait Poland, Not. 15, to Charlea and Boae
(Austin) Pulalfer, a daughter.
In North LoTell, Not. 14, to the wife of Cbaa.
F. Wilson, a aon, Charlea Henry.
In Norway, Not. 17, to the wife of Eugene D.
MUlett, a ton.
In Norway. Not. 14, to the wife of Wilbur M.
Tucker, a ion.
In Norway, Not. 9, to the wife of Aaa E. Swift,
a daughter.

Married.

In Fryeburg, Not. 17, by I te v. Alexander Reyyears of age, committed suicide by tak- 12.Ό0 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7 P.
nold*, Dr. Homer II. Marl· of Milan, Ν. H., and
ing carbolic acid at his home in Portland M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
Mlee Lena G. Emerson of Fryeburg.
In Berlin. Ν. H., Not. 7, Mr. M η ce Colline of
Tuesday. He leaves a wife and a child.
STJLTBD MEKTIMOS.
Wlleon'e Mille and Mies Grace M. Perklna of
John N. Brookings, whose home-is in
F. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge, New York.
Friday Evening on or
(hftdiner, mate of »tbe coal steamer No. 18, In Masonic Hall,
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
Kanawha, was swept from the deck of No. 29, assembles Wednesday
Evening. on or
Died.
the steamer by a giant wave on Sunday before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A 8. M.,
Oxford Lodge,
moon.
full
after
rewas
off the Jersey coast. His body
Friday evening,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
In 8alem, Mass., Not. 21, Mrs. Alice D., wife
covered.
full moon.
of George W. Berry, formerly of Parle, aged 47
*
O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
The timber cut of the Kennebec river InI.Odd Fellows'
yeare.
Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Not. IS, Infant aon of Mr. and
In
and itR tributaries for the present sea- Wlldoy Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd Mr*. Rnmford,
Thomas Anderson, aged 1 year.
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenson will be from one-quarter to one-third
In AndoTer, Not. 11, Jamee Carrer, aged 6(1
each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
less than the cut of last year according ings of meets
year*.
No. 58,
on flret and third Friday of each
In Rumford, Not. 14, Mrs. Frank Bueeell, aged
to lumbermen. This is because of large month.
21 yeaie.
Mock
K.of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway
stocks left over.
In Norway, Nov. 14. Mr*. Cynthia L. Thomas,
evcrr Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
aged &9 year*, 9 month*, 10 days.
Isaac Tibbetts, one of the proprietors Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
In Denmark, Not. 15, Peter Moyne, aged
No. 83, P. 8., second
about 91 years.
of Spencer Lake Camps, was drowned a month. Lake Assembly,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
η Portland, Not. 12, Harold Jewett of Denand
Few days since by the oTOrrurning of his
second
meets
P. of H.—Norway Grange
mark. aged about 25 year*.
fourth Satard&ye of e&ch mouth at Qr&nre Hall.
canoe while paddling to another cauip.
In Lewleton, Not. 14, Ernest A. Hobb*, eon of
ο. a. Β
Harry Rust Poet, No. M, meets In Alfred Hobbe of Oxford, aged 7 yeare, 14 daya
He was 31 years old and leaves a widow
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
In Norway, Not. 13, Charlea Boland Flint,
and two children.
of each month.
aged about 30 veare.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall. MonIn Norway, Not. 18, Fred L. Young, aged 80
Elbert M. Bates, who has a dental day (veiling.
7 month*, lo day*.
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In year*,
office at Richmond, and carries on some
In Sumner, Not. 19, Mre. Ada, wife of L. B.
the first and third WedDther lines of work, is bound over, charg- NcwG. A.R. Hall, on
Heald,
aged 56 rears.
nesday evenings of each month.
In Anctorer, Not. 17, Uurdock Enman of New
ed with performing a criminal operation
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, Brunswick,
aged 21 years.
upon Miss Winnie Kinc&id of Richmond, No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
who died on the 14th.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
of each
at a railroad second and fourth Wednesday evenings
A. J.

Woman's Christian Temperance Union,
Alton C. Wheeler has been at North
and the advancement of temperance and
Kumfoid on busines» fur a few days.
during that time.
Mrs. Wheeler has meanwhile visited her prohibition
Papers relating to phases of the same
people at Auburn.
subject, which were giveu at a recent
llamli^Temple will initiate at their conference of physicians, school authorregular meeting Tuesday evening, Nov. ities and temperance workers, were read
24.
All members of the
staff are by Mrs. Harry A. Morton and Mrs. Ord-
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to the Teachers.
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way.

Superintendent of Schools Albert D.
A business uieMiug of the Ladies1 Aid
Park was called upon by the president
of the M. E. church will beheld at the
I
Mr. Park spoke for a little
to speak.
church parlor Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock.
lav School tt 12 M. Junior Cnlon at 3:30
in a general way, and then said that the
A good attendance is desired.
w
Υ Ρ C. V. at 7 P. M.
teachers should not be expected to have
βΤΛΤΚΡ ΜΚΕΤ1»Οβ.
George P. Tucker has been laid off the whole training of the scholars, inHe
ν
% Α. M.—Part Lo«tge. No. 94.. Regular from work by illnes* for a few days. tellectually, morally and socially.
moon
■τ
ini Tues<tav venin* on or before full
Rev. Ε W. Pierce bas beeu taking bis wished there were more of the parents
\ ?>. r.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular OMt
because he would like to talk to
Thursday evcnln» of eacn week.—Aurora place as janitor at Odd Fellows' Block. present,
them. In hie experience of a year and a
l· Mmyment, tiret and thirl Monday :venlugi.
The
banks
and
other
stores,
places
month.
ach
half as superintendent of schools he had
H —Mount Pie isan Kebekah Lodge, No. of busiuess in South Paris will observe
made up bis mind that the children of
<
.■eu secon.l and fourth Fridays of etch
the Thanksgiving holiday by closing
to-day are not getting the training at
u at In Odd Fellows' Hall.
Please go vein yourselves acw. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14b. meets all day.
·ν κ
home that they did a generation ago.
each
of
ovenlngi
£- t and third Saturday
cordingly.
Instruction in temperance should begin
th In G. A. K. Hal!
J. S. Burbank and Danie E. Dresser, at home. So should discipline and
λ
Κ. Klin bal! Circle. Ladle* of the t». A.
of
•ici» first and third Saturday evenings
who started for Upton for a deer hunt training in obedience, respect for elders,
Munson, flagman
Hall.
Arm.4
!n
Grand
month.
,·
in which crossing in Prenque I«le, was run over month G.
U. O.
C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
^ ,.f ν -Joshua 1- Cham berlain Camp meets on Saturday, the 14th, returned Friday and common politeness, things
are sadly
ind fatally injured by an engine ueed in mtrcts second and fourth Thursday evenings of
and thlnt Tuesday evening» of each month, night with their complement of two the young people of to-day
uct.
1
to
month
from
1.
May
.f H.—Parle Grange,
ueer eacu.
lacking. No one loves children better the yard in making up trains Tuesday. sir.h
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryertlrst and third Saturday; during the
than I, said Mr. Park, but I can see that He was about 05 years of age, and leaves son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
iD'ler of the year, meet» every Saturday. In
:
Mies
Maud Douglass
will
spend there is altogether too much of the child several adult children.
May, first anil third Thursday evenings, May to
I- in/i Hall.
the family of a
of Thanksgiving with
September.
>. G.C —Second and fourth Mondays
ruling the parents nowadays.
cousin at Humford, and will spend a few
Joseph Doane, aged 21, employed in
Principal £. F. Clason of the high the mills of the Eastern Manufacturing
The old mill aiid dam below Bridge
P.—Story Brook Lodge, No. 1S1, days with relatives at Canton before rethe
of
Howard
H.
and
Charles
Wednesday evenings
school,
.. second and fourth
in South Brewer, was caught 3treet has been removed. The bed of
home.
Company
turning
called
when
month.
ach
school
upon,
committee,
of
in a gang edger saw Friday and instant- the stream will be cleaned out and a new
f P.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 31. meets every
George C. Fernald, treasurer of the epoke at less length along the same line ly killed, the head being terribly man- dam constructed at once.
ay evening at Pythian Hall.
Paris Trust Co., occupies the tirst of the as Mr. Park had spoken.
It is reported that C. B. Cummiogs A
Doane was unmarried.
A piano duet by Miss Nellie Jackson gled.
cement houses built on Pine Street by
Miss Grace Dean Is quite ill.
Sons are not purchasing as much lumGeorge Foes of Waterboro, while fell- ber this season ae they usually do.
Colby A Craig, lie and Mrs. Fernald and Miss Katherine Morton, and a snog
George Clark of West Sumner made are now well established there.
by Miss Leach, were given in connection ng a tree at Limerick Monday, was hit Most of the loge used by the firm will be
the Democrat a call last Friday.
and
of
with the programme
)n the head by a large limb, crushing
papers
taken from the firm's lands.
Be sure and hear the Kitchen Orchesils skull. Death resulted in a short
Louie W. Clark is at home this week
speeches.
The men's supper at Concert Hall tbis
tra and see the farce, ''Don't Judge by
the
an
hour
and
of
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he
attending
the
was
35
:ime.
He
age,
iu Boston, where
years
Following
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week cleared up about thirty dollars.
at the next supper and
Appearances,"
of
refreshments
and
children.
and
a
widow
two
was
eaves
liurdett Business College.
spent eocially,
The new range, a "Glenwood," was used
eutertainincnt of the Good Cherr Society
cocoa, cake and fancy crackers were
The body of Fred
MacDougal, a by the men in getting up the eupper.
F McArdle was arrested on Tues- to be held in their ball Tuesday evening, servea.
Vivian Akers, son of Postmaster Chas.
and on Wednesday in the Norway Dec. 1.
!λ·.
prominent resident of South Lincoln,
who disappeared on the 12th, was fouod 5. Akers, did some very artistic work in
Teacher Fined for Assault.
Municipal Court received a sentence of
The aunual Thanksgiving service, in
woods about his ads for the eupper at Concert Hall.
I i few days later in the
xty days for intoxication.
which the four churches of the village
A. H. Wallace has moved from the
ihree miles from bis bouse. It was deVrthur Marston. formerly of this place, unite, will be held at the Congregational SCHOOL TBOUBLK IN DENMARK CCL- sided that death was due to
center of the town to the upper teneapoplexy.
a
for
here
church Wednesday evening at 7:30.
..ts been visiting his brothers
Walker house on
ment iu the Geo.
MINATES IN JUSTICE TKIAL.
Edward O. Cox of Lewiston, a Maine
He is now in the United Topic of the evening, "Home, Sweet
few days.
Street, recently vacated by W.
Bridge
served
has
abdomen
he
the
shot
in
which
was
in
sermon
will
be
Home." The
Central fireman,
States infantry,
by Kev.
H. Stone.
at Mr.
Difficulties connected with the schools ; Sunday evening at a house in Portland
r about a year, and is now stationed
McWhorter, the pastor of the
Timothy Smith, who is well knowD
in the town of Denmark, which seem to )y the accidental discharge of an autochurch.
: la vans, Cuba.
by all who have stopped at the Elm
were
resulthe
and
others
town
into
which
bave
the
natic
revolver
factions,
split
House for years past, will make his
A double surprise party was given by
Mrs. Lettie Thayer of Bethel visited
Hi in a hearing before a trial justice, examining. He died about twenty-four
home with relatives in Lewiston in the
the Zilphers to two of their members.
tr ends in this village Saturday aud Sunthe tining of a teacher for assault. lours later.
ind
Mr. Smith has made his
to Miss Nora Dunham and
near future.
Mise Clara
:av, bidding them good-by previous
The teacher was Miss Ethel Harmon,
of Mon- borne at the Elm House for about fifty
Maud
Miss
22,
her start for California, where she ex- K< rr, Monday evening at the home of teacher of the
Dolloff,
aged
primary school at the vil- -oe, a teacher at Bradley, and Edwin M. years.
Miss Jessie Tolman, it being in honor of
pects to make her future home.
The
whose home is in Naples.
It is understood that G. Fred Stone
about 21, of Bradley, were
their birthdays. An oyster supper was age,
atwas
Rev. Alexander C. jiray, aged
this
place
;omplainant
A large number from
1 Irowned in Great
Works Stream on the will not sell his Main Street lot but build
served at six o'clock by Miss Tolman.
in
"The
of
of
schools
tended the matinee performance
Boyd, superintendent
spring. He has done some
They were each presented with a book. Denmark, and the teacher was charged 16th by the overturning of their canoe. on it in the
Man of the Hour," at the Empire Thea!io one saw the accident, but the bodies work on It this fall by way of removing
it
in
her
children
All
three
with
assault
is
The
of
Paris
over
report
Trust
Lewiston
Co.
upon
tre at
Saturday.
sign
up
the parts of the building not burned.
ivere recovered.
seen. the
as one of the best things they have
banking rooms in Pythian Block. ichool.
The new cutting machines, introduced
who
at the town hall
was
held
of
83
The
James
on the decorating is
finishWork
hearing
age,
Hutcbins,
years
nearly
4
into the cutting room of B. F. Spinney
C. E. McArdle, Wm. P. Morton and
a small house about five
on Thursday and Friday,
in
tt
ived
alone
Denmark,
and
is
the
furniture
ed,
unpacked.
being
ft Co.'s shoe factories, are proving a great
Arthur E. Forbes of this place, and Dr.
Though it is not absolutely certain as ;he 12th and 13th Inst., before Trial Jus- < niles from Tork village, was burned to luccess. One man can do the work of
H p. Jones of Norway, were in Lewisit is probable that the bank will :ice Llewellyn A. Wadsworth of Hiram. leatli Saturday night in his home. It is three in this new way.
to attend a cehool of in- yet,
η Friday
Some time It was attended by a large crowd of the lupposed that in lighting his pipe he
open for business Dec. 1st.
Edward Chick was operated upon by
-truction of the Masonic Grand Chapter.
during the present week, the banking townspeople, who gave frequent demon- j iccidentally set fire to the buildiDg Dr. Ansel Cobb at Auburn Saturday for
were
as
from
itrations
consumed.
of
was
vhich
will
Stony
rooms
be
for
the
points
A good representation
applause
entirely
opened
inspection
idenoids.
uado by one side or the other.
Brook Lodge, Ν. E. O. P., visited Lake- of the public.
The entertainment at the Opera House
Col. Lucius H. Kendall of Biddeford
There was a distinguished array of
de Lodge at Norway Wednesday even
1 iied at his
home Thursday night of rbureday evening was very pleasing,
As 'Γ. Thayer is to vacat« the meat
the
observance
on the case, the state being repin
counsel
and
participated
ing
from which he had suf- rhe several parte were well presented,
market which he now occupies on the
resented by Walter P. Perkins, Esq., of ^right's disease,
of the twenty-lirst anniversary of the
ered for a year past. Col. Kendall was rhe attendance was not very large.
last day of the month, he will have a
and the defendant by Hon. A.
D'irnish,
jrder.
The week has offered good wheeling,
'or thirty-one years a member of the i
clearance sale on Saturday of all the
H. Walker of Bridgton and Frank P.
entertained the stock remaining in the store, and there
Haine National Guard, and for eighteen ! jxcellent sleighing, and very fair roads
Mrs. J. H. Bean
Pride, Esq., of Westbrook.
for auto·. Any one who was possessed
rears colonel of the First Regiment, reLadies' Flinch Club Thursday afternoon. will be a chance to pick up some barIt appeared from the evidence that the
with any sort of transportation was
Saturday the members of the club went gains. Mr. Thayer is now well stocked children were throwing spit balls about aring last year.
Îiappv, surely.
to Lewiston and took in the matinee for the Thanksgiving trade, with some the
Wallace Carter of Ashland, a youth of
room, and that the teacher puniehed
Lafayetie Waterhouse was before the
of the best poultry he has ever had.
perform Mice of "The Mm of the llour,
them mildly. There was also evidence 17 years, started out several days since
Municipal Court Monday, oharged with
at the Empire.
A succession of light snow falls kept regarding the previous condition of af- ι ;o spend the day at a camp a number of ieeertion of his family. He was found
Mrs. C. W. Bowker took the prize at sleighs moving most of last week, but fairs, to the effect that Superintendent ι niles distant, and was not seen again,
guilty and ordered, under suspended
weather of Saturday aud Boyd had attempted to discharge the λ large force of men formed searching
amateur night at the Bijou Wednesday the milder
sentence, to contribute to bis family.
on
evening, her act being a disquisition
Sunday has practically made an end of teacher, but she refused to be discharg- larties, and on Wednesday his body was
On Wednesday, John F. McArdle for
he
lost
Norway Bog Water by Bdl Bailey's the sleighing. The week drew on the ed. as well as other testimony showing j ound in the woods. Apparently
ntoxication was sentenced to sixty days
were
in
and
exthe lis way and died from cold
highly coal bius about as hard as the average jther kinds of previous trouble
wife. Make-up and matter
η jail.
entertaining. There were three or four winter week. If we get some warmer schools.
posure.
John U. SUepara, uenry d. roster, ur.
of
the
the
conclusion
At
hearing,
weather now some of this snow may get
other acts in competition.
In a North Orland house the other day Hial F. Bradbury, Charles S. Akers, Dr.
of
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which
and
do
a
little toward
intotbe ground
complaints, i
only
P. Barnes, Albert J.
was overturned, and some of the P.N. Barker, C.
Kev. H. N. Pringle of Waterville, SecJustice Wadsworth adjudged Miss Har- ! lamp
the severe drought.
was relieving
jurning oil was spattered on a cat, The Stearns, Herbert Pratt, Vivian Akers,
retary of the Christian Civic League,
mon guilty, ruling that while the teacher
Alcat ran to the barn and into the leo. P. Tubbs, Charles E. Bradford,
The schools iu South Paris village and :iad a
at South Paris and Norway Friday.
right to punish her pupils reason- ! >lazing
Fred M.
though trouble of a certain kind fre- Paris Hill will continue three weeks, tbly, there was not satisfactory evidence lay, setting it afire. The fire started in ;rant Abbott, Bert Hosmer, hunters.
are a few of the Norway
quently follows Mr. Pringle's visit to a 1 making a thirteen weeks' term. The :hat the pupil named in this complaint he house by the lamp was put ont, but Davis have
deer
in
two
all
not
towns
the cat in the hay Fbey
brought
he fire started
other schools will close when they have tad thrown the
Maine city, in these law-abiding
spit balls. He imposed >urned the wholeby
set of buildings, house pet but expect to soon. Some bave rethere is no sign of anything dropping as been in session twelve weeks except iu
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and
fine
costs.
\
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md all.
turned, others are expected. New ones
the Porter District, which will continue
yet.
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ire being added to the list.
a week longer.
All schools except the
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a
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carriage
» Mystic Lodge, No 101, in this village
December. The others will begin Dec. had been contributed
by the people of >n hie head on the curb of the sidewalk, Monday evening. He assisted in the
Cook of Madison, who will occupy it
28th.
the town to pay Miss Harmon's expenses le died from the injury in three hoars, work of the
March 1st with ice cream parlors, selling
evening. A social hour was
In the
At the regular meeting of Paris η connection with the trial. His an- [n turning out for another vehicle Clonsoda, hand made candy, etc.
with speeches and music.
snjoyed
aud
55
was
with
He
was
received
meantime quite extensive repairs
great ap- ier's carriage hit a hydrant.
Grange Saturday, Nov. 21st, the third nouncement
Rev. Merrill C. Ward and family will
rears of age and is survived by a widow
and tourth degrees were worked, con- plause.
changes will be made in the building.
ipend Thanksgiving with Mrs. Ward s
two complaints against Miss
other
The
children.
of
the
a
small
amount
ind
several
but
sequently
«rente, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Harmon,
Saturday afternoon's special town
literary programme was carried out. At Harmon, for assault on other pupils,
The Biddeford Journal man explains it Maplecroft Farm at Buxton.
meeting lasted about live minutes. Al- our
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a comThere
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were
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elecnext
Dec.
dropped.
meeting
5th,
The ladies of the Unlversahst society
:bat any fall of snow in sufficient quanfred H. Jackson was elected moderator.
tion of officers for the ensuing year. plaint against Charles Pingree, chairman
*111 hold their fair Dec. 0 and 10. Chickto "track a cat" is a "storm."
It was voted to raise the sum of live J
of Dec. 5tb the Grange will Λ the school committee, for assault, al- ity
The
evening
rhis information is given for the bene- jn pie supper will be served Thursday
hundred dollars to pay outstanding
have an
entertainment and sociable. eged to have been committed on one of
There will be an entertainit of those who propoee to keep tab on
highway bills, authorize the treasurer to The
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Miss
while
;he
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Magic Mirror tableaux will be prelie number of snow storms this winter, ment both evenings. The various memborrow that amount, and place it in:
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NewMarie
with
complaint
specialties by
Theie was a sented
this work it will be bre of the society are doing some very
η preparing for
the assessment for 1909.
Good music For a later hearing.
tou ami Kalph Andrews.
toticed that a cat is necessary, but if iard work to make the affair a success.
total of twelve voters present.
After a lengthy hearing on Friday, Mr.
will be furnished for the sociable. Ice
It is understood that Mr. and Mrs.
rou do not own such an animal it will be
The Fan-Tan Club was entertained at cream and cake will be on sale. It is Pingree was acquitted of the charge of
foung, who have purchased the Elm
tasy to borrow one.
its club room Tuesday evening by the hoped there will be a full attendance of assault.
Souse, will move in and make their
second division of its members, includ- the Patrous at the afternoon meeting,
Lynwood Edes, tne ten-year-οια sod iome at the hotel while work is being
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if Edward Ed es of Burlington, who was 1 lone on the hotel and the Home house
and come prepared to remain for picnic
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The annual Thanksgiving concert was jar
and the refection was served at
Hryeburg correspondent mentions as Vedneeday. It was supposed that he
at the Congregational church Sunincluded in the books owned by the late vas lost and a big crew scoured the
mainder of the evening was spout in a given
Mrs. Robert C. Gurney of
day evening. The church was well fill- John Marshall Brown of Portland which voods for the rest of the day and all day
social way.
3oston are visiting Mr. Gurney s sister,
ed an<l the concert wait an exceptionally v?re
was
lately sold at auction in Boston, Thursday. Friday the boy's body
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John's Letter.
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business to keep out of all the trouble who waa accidentally shot on Friday, a«
The parties live in Hebron. The plainRussel!
was twenty-one years of |
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you can and you can and will keep out related by our East Waterford cortiffs, who are the defendant'· parents acquire.
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Never knew snch taken for burial.
rot will appear.
your syatem. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff A bullet did not go through the body, as
The mother still remains with go
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to decay.
They collapse
was at flrat feared, but that It atruck a
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her son, but the father after a while left hastening
WATCHED FIFTEEN YEARS.
under your eye while you wait.
rib and glanced, making merely an exand has since been living elsewhere, and
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Will
John.
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"For fifteen years I have watched the
ternal wound.
brought this suit on the bond. Aftei
There hai recently been discovered aa aroworking of Bucklen's Arnica Salve; and matic, pleasant
the case had been partly heard or
herb care for woman's Ula, called
Taxes Must Be Paid.
Paris
it bas never failed to cure any sore, boil, Mother Gray'· AUSTRALIAN-LEAF. It Is
Wka Rubber· Become IVtMiwrr
Thursday, the parties had a conference,
All taz*e assessed in 1906 must be paid ulcer or burn to which it was applied. the only certain regulator. Cure» female weak- And your »hoe» pinch, Allen'· Foot-Eaae, a powand a settlement was reached, by which
nesses and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Uri- der to be shaken Into the
shoes, U Just the thing
the «on la to pay a certain amount foi by the 12th of December, or be adver- It has saved us many a doctor's bill," nary troubles. At all Drunlsts or by mall SO cU. to ose. Try It tor Breaking
In New Shoes. Sola
F BEE. Address/The Mother Gray Co.,
say· A. P. Hardy of East Wilton, Maine.
his father'· board at some place othei tised as delinqoent.
I Everywhere, 25c. SampleTill. Allen 8. Olm»
25c. at Shnrtlel! Λ Ço.'a drag atore.
Alfh*d H. Jackson, Collector,
sted, Le Boy. Ν. T. Den't aootpt «ay $ubttituU.
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Large Lot of Poultry,

Chickens and Turkeys
Plymouth
pound.
Turkeys 28c. per pound.

Ivening.
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for what it

Looking for Your Business. Look Us Up.

are

Norway

South Parie
jum;

*

to

in their eyes.
con-

gritty,
irritating

are

symptoms and

er ors

by

the

RICHARDS,

S.

The EDISON PHONOGRAPH

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the Druggists Will
Oive You Your
Money Back if Ml·
Does Not
O-NA

IS THIS

A

SQUARE
DEAL?

|

Cure Dyspepsia.
That's the squarest kind of a square
jeal as every fair minded man knows.
But F. A. Shurtleff «& Co. can afford to
make this offer because tbey know that
Mi-o-na tablets are a worthy stomach
remedy, and that the makers will back
up the generous offer.
And so we say to all readers of the
______

by John B. Pike, executor.
Robert F. Little hale of Paris, a minor;
llrst account presented for alluwance by Joseph
IT. l.lttlehale, guardian.
Eliza A. St*rblrd, late of Norway, defeated ; second account presented for allowance
liy Fred Π. Stevens, trustee.

tllowance

Ilorac· IV. Bolster, late of Paris, deceased ;
tecond account presented for allowance by
Tames 8. Wright, administrator.

King Bloody, late of Roston,
Massachusetts, deceased: copy of will and petition for probate thereof presented by Emma
Moody Κ muff, the executrix therein named.
William

ADDISON K. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

Κ true

:be Doctor's bills without extra cost. Write ticnjral Insurance Agency, 104 Exchange St., Port46-47
anil, Me. ^

it is

WANTEI»

representative

with satlsfacWe want district
ory reference·, on salary or commission baals.
Jo receipt of reply yu will receive a personal
Merrill A Closson, Typewriters and
ntervlew.
Jfllce Supplies, H5 Market St, Portland, Me. 4«-7
NOTICE OF WARNING.

WHEREA8, my wife, Elmlra Allen, has left
ny bed and board without Just cause, I hereby
Forbid all persons trusting or harboring her on
nv account after this date.
South Paris, Maine, Nov. 1β, 1908.
WILLIAM E. ALLEN.
16 48

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main

Friday,

No?.

Eyes

gift

F.

as

It is

you wish.

more

▲.

Shaft chimes all
Body bells from

grades

Swedish chimes,
Team

j

Call and See

of

one

in

our

CLOTH E5;
the latest correct models

are

shown in this line.
We know of no other clothes
to eqnal them in exceTence of

always

|

quality, in perfection of tailoring and in tit. We can take
good care of men who want
good wearing all wool fabrics,
cut in the latest fashion

ideas.

This store is th : tame of

Hart, Schiffnerii Marx Clothes.

H. B, Foster,
One Price
Copyright l'XW by Hart Schaffner & Mar*

Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

Shoes and Watch for $2.50
If you
or

5

are a

1-2

boy

and

Shoe, you

wear a 2 1-2,

can

3, 3 r-a, 4, 4 1-2, 5
get both shoes and a watch for

$2.50. These shoes are good style, medium weight and
These
serviceable, all right for best or every day.
You get
watches are sold the world over for $1.00.
both for $2.50. Remember all si?;es from 2 1-2 to 5 1-2.

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE, The
BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

cents to

$2.50.
$2.50.
$3.00.
$1.00.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

21.

I

cents to

favor of

Maine.

sincerely,

to

is

of Kitchen
You Need Every

Yours

$1.50

the

A Nice Line of Outings for 10c.

Day, 5 and 10c.

from 50 cents to

STYLEj
GOOD prominent
points

SPECIALS

as

CO.

NTorway, Malno.

Θ1 Main St.,

Styles,

A Good Assortment

*

FAVOR, SSMsW0""

IAMES N.

Frothingham,

Saturday,

SHt'KTLKFF

My Line of Bells.

Ladies' Vici Kid, Gun Metal Calf, Velour Calf, Wine Calf, and
Also high cut storm Boots in Russet and Gun Metal Calf.

Nov.

A.

75
15

bells,

Russet Calf.

Soutn Paris,

for all ;

gift

Sleigh and Team Bells

Ladies and Gents, Boys, Youths,
Misses and Children.

Call and See the New

Christmas

a

F.

enVRTLEFF * CO.

In Shoes

Gents' Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Velour Calf, Box Calf, &c.
in Button, Bals and Blucher cut. High cut Russet Storm Calf for stormy
weather.

than

for all time.

iqeeatHMQaaaoim

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

Styles

popularity.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

20tli,

satisfactory.

losts its

never

Phonograph.

St.,

lOA.M. to 4 P.M.

warranted

artist

C.

examined free and all Glasses

that

F. A.SHURTLEFF&CO.

oculist,
over

pleasure

a

812.50 to $60.00.

Dr. Austin Tenney,
office

a

hear the

bourn.
"Mi-o-na tablets are truly great for
I can
myone that has stomach trouble.
not praise them too highly for what tbey
D.
Mrs.
W.
Bennett,
have done for me."
Bucksport, Me.

Norway

Up.

With the new attachment you can play both the old records
and the new Amberol records which play twice as long as the old
style. Before you decide on what the present will be, come in and

It strengthens the stomach walls, puts
the stomach in such perfect condition
:hat it can digest food without pain or
jtber distressing symptôme. It cures by
removing the cause, and it remove· the
:ause 06 times in a hundred.
A large box of Mi-o-na tablets only
:osts 50 cents, and relief will come in 24

Will be at his

from the Children

When you make the Edison Phonograph the home gift, no
member of the family is neglected. For the baby it is a lasting
diversion ; for the young folks, wholesome and educational enter-

logue

;ures.

WE WAST NEK TO SELL·

Family

Christmas Gift

a

The Phonograph makes the home the most attractive spot on
earth. It is a band, an orchestra, a concert, a soloist or a mono-

Democrat

Every description of Insurance, Including a
icw foi m of Accident and Health, which pa ν h

for the Whole

tainment ; for grown-ups

suffering or ailiug with any
John Aoatin, late of Rumford, deceased; itomacb trouble, try Mi-o-na.
It has
will and petition for probate thereof presented
luch a mighty and powerful influence on
l>y Susan Austin, the executrix therein named.
the stomach that it immediately refreshLnaanna W. Ilnbbard, late of Hiram, <>e» and relieves, then invigorates and
jeased; tlrst and private accounta presented for

ABBOTT

I

6 Pleasant St., South Parla, Me.

therein named.

Ware such

»aaaiil

MlirBTLKFF * CO-

A.

F.

aaftl

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST.

Dorothy C. F. Hamblen, late of Lovell.
teceased: will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Cyrus K. Chapman, the executor

W. O.

ej»ear

The Grit Out.

PROBA.TR NOTICES.
Γο all persons Interested In either of the Estate?
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, in and
Tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
No?., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
Dine hundred and eight.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, It i> hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaiier published at South
Parle, In said County, that they mav appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parle on
the third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1908, at 9
Df the clock In the forenoon, and be heard therein If they see cause.

New Fall

Compare

coat

Let Us Take

F. R. WITHAM,
South Paris.

^7-8

Get ΡΐΪΟββ

AChrisfmas Matinee m

come

which may be corrected
use of proper Glasses.

telephone.

|

Samgle

conditions

Yorkshire boar for

Citizens'

A MAN'S FUR LINED COAT

Visit Us

]

eye examination
that there is some

effects due to refractive-

For Service.
Thoroughbred

A MAN'S FUR COAT

for

υβ

sandy, scratching,

THAYER.

service.

We Have Various Kinds of
Furs with a Range of Prices
of $16 up to $75.

vince them that these

SATURDAY, NOV. 28,

T.

line of

of the GORDON & FURGERSON and LEAH FUR MANUFACTURING CO. makes.

F. A. 8HDRTLEFF Λ. CO.

It is sometimes hard to

on

remaining

reputa-

F. H. NOYES CO.

Eye?

imagine
foreign substance

As I have to vacate my store Nov.

sell aH stock
will bring.

large

a

RELIABLE COATS

We

Anything in

Clearance Sale of Meats.

have the

we

carrying

tion of

a LADY s fur

nnsuwi'uvfrzTruvrttvevaeitte&a&etaari

who

of one.

good

You know

A 25c package of Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets furnishes 15 days1 treatment. In
ordinary case», this is sufficient to produce a cnre. In more chronic cases, a
lunger treatment, of course, is necessary^
and depends upon the severity of the
trouble. For such cases, we have two
larger sizes which sell for 45c and 89c.
P. A. Shurtleff <& Co., South Paris, Me.

people

there is

now

Coats with You.

nutrition.

ANY

riding

hut you would feel

We Want to Talk Fur

irritation, produce perfect and healthy
digestion and assimilation, and promote

25c.

shall

hardlyφ day

the

talk Fur Coat*.

to

now

If you do any

Îet

*■'*·

It is time

«

not agree with them.
Dieting cannot cure Dyspepsia. If we
refuse every article of food that disagrees
with us, before long we have nothing
left, and find ourselves chronic dyspeptics.
We are so
We can cure Dyspepsia.
confident of this fact that we guarantee
a cure, and promise to supply the medicine free of all cost to everyone who will
use it, who is not perfectly satisfied with
the results which it produces. We exact
no promises, and put no one under any
obligation whatever. Surely nothing
We are located right
could be fairer.
here in South Paris, and our reputation
should be sufficient assurance of the
genuineness of our offer.
We want everyone in South Paris who
is troubled with Indigestion or Dyspepsia in any form to come to our store and
a box of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets.
ake them home and give them a reasonable trial, according to directions. They
are pleasant to take; they soothe the irritable stomach, strengthen and invigorate the digestive organs, promote a
healthy and natural bowel action, immediately relieve nausea and all stomach

Plenty of Nice Pig
and Native Beef.
Oysters 30c. and 40c. 3 lbs crack-

30,1

Fur Coats.

Although Indigestion and Dyspepsia
prevalent, most people do not
thoroughly understand their canse and
There is no reason why people
cure.
should not eat anything they desire—if
they will only chew it carefully and thoroughly. Many actually starve themselves into sickness through fear of eating every good-looking, good-smelling
and good-tasting food, because it does

Your

8TORE8.

BLUE

FACTS

are so

Pork, Western

ers,

CO. GIVE

REGARDING DYSPEPSIA.

at 20c. per

»

j

Rock chickens

6-lb.

9HUBTLEFF *

A.

F.

GALL AND SEE THEM.

Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,

Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

'THIS IS
public

to

purchased

notice to th

the

that

*

have

give

undersigne

the

Stopped
Dizziness

his

î

PARIS BAKERY

The Ρuzzler

And

we

to serv

special

shall pay

ing

People who use "L. F." Atwood's
regularly, r»ever suffer the sicknesses that come from a deranged sys-

attentioi

Stomach,

tem.

had a crooked
fat and round.
And I saw an army of
Another

and

very

like

back, but moat

were

kept in a condition of perfect
them, all sitting
on the grounçl.
liealthfulness by this useful medicine.
They are the standard family r -nedy. Tea, three and thirty "What do you
think?" sitting In a row—
At your dealers, 3">r.

blood are

Quick Lunches

At All Hours of the

bowels

liver and

had h purple dress,
green In the light.
a little one and

One

Day.

We solicit your trade.

Fred V. and Kaie G. loti

What shall we call these wonders Τ
me. if you know.

flan and Wife Wanted.

BPABEBIB BTEW.

to boil in water enough
to cover; add to it one large onion and
one large carrot, both chopped.
When
the carrot is done, put in six mediumsized potatoes, and six tomatoes both
cut in small pieces. Let all cook thoroughly. Season with thyme, parsley,,
pepper and salt and thicken with a little
Put

Tell

No. 313.—Girls' Nam··.
Man and wife age between 50 and
•·*······(
yolir NICE BHIRT WBlst.
60. No small children.
Working
Fix your eye ou the target rim. Aih
South Paris, Aug. 10th, 190S.
a
neat
woman
housekeeper high, ······. Had ι a soul for music
people ;
and one that can do her own wash- I should study, ······. If you hide at
Lot
new
A
ing and sewing, and of good kind last, ······ will find you. In Russia,
·····
The man to be either ·······, no serk can vote.
The best c f disposition.
of Plumbing Goods.
farmer or laborer, no thinks her brother a rash boy. By remechanic,
]
ol·
No
for
closets.
oak woodwork
and arranging letters of the worde printed
rummy or swearing man wanted
goods. Call and see this line. Job
is not agreeable. The In small capitals the names may be distobacco
using
Ni j
bing promptly attended to.
right parties can find an opportunity covered.—Youth's Companion.
charge for team.
worth looking for, a Good Home
No. 314.—Hidden Animal.
Free
by writing to box 305 D-,
Xji. M. Longloy,
South Paris, Maine.
43tf
Maine
Norway,
■

spareribs

flour.

8AUBA6E AND

ΘΒΑΗΑΜ

Optician.

NORWAY,
OUR

MAINE.

DELICIOUS CONFECTIONER!

ple:

high-grade materials.

pare,

Key

Norway. Me.

Winders and Stem

Please call and

Opp- Sim House.

see

them.

■

out of the wa
but it pays to walk.
QEVS, WATCHES. CLOCK!
AND JEWELRY.
Parmcnter, Norway, Maine.

The ONLY Agricultural

Second Hand Stove*.
more

than

a

Leading Agricultural Journal of tue Worli

hand stoves and heaters of all kind >

cheap.

NEWSpaper,

And yet It may be often seen
Upon the window pane.
My whale on summer night· la seen,
A fairy lamp to light the green.

Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper protends to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by other·.

A. D. PARK.
YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
60

Gam· of Menagerie.
Secure a box four or Ave feet long
and one to two feet across, open at
Put a sliding partition in
both ends.
the center anil place it. covered with
α dark cloth, on α table in α room adjoining the one where tlio company is
assembled.
Admit α boy aud girl to
this room, which is the menagerie.
The keeper asks them what animal
they wish to see first. They are then
placed at the opposite ends of the box
and told to look within. For a second
they see nothing; then the partition is
suddenly drawn out and they gaze at
one another. They remain in the room
till all have been admitted und hoaxed

INDISPENSABLE TO

Patents

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO "WISH TO
KEEP ΓΡ

WITH THE TI.TIBS.

Slagl· Subscription, $1.60;
Two Subscriptions, $2.60;
five Subscription·, fu.&t.

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BA1Stlis OF LAUGEB CU BS.

description
putC"*0Ïï5.nt»·

may
Αητοηι tending a sketch and
an
quickly ascertain oar opiuioa free whether
Invention ie probably
tlona strictly conUdentlal. HANDBOOK οβ Patent·
tent free. oldest agency for securing patenta.

Four Months' Trial

Patenta taken through Muuu & Co. receive
>ut charge. In th·

Trip 50 cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

ipteialnotic*, with

Scientific American.

will be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody Interested in any way in country life to
seud for theiu. Address the publishers :

A handsomely Illustrated weekly, j^argeat clr
eolation of any scientific Journal. Term». (3 a
Hold by all newsdealer*.
τ ear; foor months. (L

in the saute way.
the Puzzler.
Hardware Puzzle: Nail,
No. 30T>.
screw, wire, wrench, rail, chain, awl,
hammer, gimlet, bolt, tool, sash.
No. 30C.—Charade: Pan-tlie-on, Pantheon.
No. 807.—Triangle:

Key

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,
Albuny, Ν. Y.

ALMOST
AS

600D

The New-York

α ν τ xj u y
USURY
Τ U Κ X

Tri-Weekly Tribune

CRN
M Y
Ν

No. 808.—Charade: Indus-trial.
No. 809.—Broken Plate Puzzle:
The accompanying diagram shows
how the plate may be restored.

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily uewspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

AS
A

DAILY

to

—

ty Subscription" taken ut this office.

ι

PAPER.

^Ι'ρΪηΓμ^'Γ
joe

Pianos

a

"· n« Oxford Democrat,

*°d

free uaraple

eopj/^

to THE NEW.
Ne»Vork Cil,, wl„
No. 310.—A Itidille: Memory.
No. 311.—Plunts and Flowers: 1.
3. Night2. Bone-set.
Sweet-flag.
shade.
4. Life everlasting. 5. Sage.
»». Solomon's seal. 7. Mush-room. 8.

Organs.

^

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.
Write for

a

good

trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Wtieeler,

W. J.

Billings Block.

Soutli

Parie,

■pt.wawtc

authorities as a uric acid solvent and
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley's
Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice
any irregularities, and avoid a serious
malady. For sale by all druggists.

In

Keep

When in want of

anything

in

our

linee give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

Visitor—Why do you make some of
pies round and some of them

Malno.

your

square?

Wife—Because my bunband has been
complaining of sameness of his diet

MIND!
us a

lately.

call.

WE SELL

Shake off the grip of your old enemy,

Nasal
Balm.

Catarrh, by using Ely's

Cream

Then will all the swelling and
Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails, |
soreness be driven out of the tender, inBuilders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
flamed membranes. Tbe fits of sneezing

"That wasn't what I was thinking of
when 1 said I wouldn't let you see the
It was something altogether
letter.
different. I don't think Mary meant it
If I had been in
reflection
on you.
as a
her place I don't think I would have eaid
anything about it. She laoks tact."
"Don't let it prey on your mind at all,"

said

the

man.

about, anyway?"
"I tell you I don't think she meant to

refieot on you," said the man's wife.
"As a matter of fact, she didn't menton your name. It was just a litttfpiece
of news that she thought she'd give
me."
The man looked uneasy.
"Mary
doesn't know anything about me that 1
wouldn't be perfectly willing to tell
you myself," he said. "Let me see her
letter."
"No, sir," said the man's wife, quick-

Wheelbarrows We have a
Telephones and Electrical

few first class wheelbarrows,

(iall

Supplies—We sell "Columbia

Ignition Batteries" the

best for automobiles and

telephones.

and see them.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

of my air caatlea.
IF

I

YOU

I

the sauce soaks into the rolls at first
pour more into the pan. Tbey are deliclous eaten with milk and sugar.

uable. That was all, really. You can
read the letter if you want to."
"What on earth
The man stared.
made you think that would hurt my

feelings?"

A

apple

cake.

Small Johnny—It

was

like this,

mam

THIS.

FIFTY READ

kind to them. She has In New York
city a bird hospital, where she doctors
sick, birds und performs surgical operations on those that need it. One da\
three newsboys came Into Miss Pope's

hospltul bringing an English sparrow
with a broken leg. They had found
the poor thing almost dead In the
street. They hud heard of the bird

doctor and asked her to set the broken
leg. At the same time they themselves
wanted to see how It was done. The
kind bird doctor allowed them to do so
Miss Pope has a strange way with

birds that seems almost like hypnotiznot do this really,
of course, but somehow the minute she
takes hold of a bird of any kind It Ju*t
lies quietly In her lurid end makes no
attempt to escape. It seems to kno'
that she Is Its friend and will t«':e

ing the in. She does

care

of It and never let It be

Injnrnl

The

Filter

Witness the Hon. ci.arknck Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 14th day of Nov.,
A. D. 1908.
JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.

Lovell, Maine.
31. P.W7.

No farmer should t>e withWe have arranged with

A.

our goods
in the
of Paris. Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
them at any time.
The
shape and construction of
these filters is such th it t ey
can be used on a
pail, jug
or any vessel.
Read what
the Press says of this won-

l'JOT
5° 00

·M

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1!Ό7.

'J.)

sell

derful invention.

♦ 17 M

Losses unpal'l,

$ 17 55
Total liabilities
71 40
Net cash assets
Premium notes subject to assessment,...$Μ10
1
Deduct all assessments ami payments,.. AU H3

Willard

published

M'f'gCo.,

Lewiston,

$J,i76 HT
premium notes
UNS. Secretary.

Ε. F. STEA

PROBATE NOTICE*.
To all persons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of Nov., Id the year of our Loni one
thousand nine hundred and cIk>>1. The following matter navlng been orescnted for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby
Οκυκκκυ:
That notice thereof be given to all |<ereone'lntcrested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, tnat they may ap|>ear at a
Probutc Court to be held at Pari», on the
third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1900, at 'J of the
clock In the forenoon, ami be heard thereon If

Fahrenheit and Centigrade.
The Fahrenheit thermometer Is the
une lu general use in this country, except among some uf the scientists, who
It would be well
use the Centigrade.
for all the boys and girls to know
wherein the difference between them
consists. Iu the Centigrade the space
between the freezing point and the
boiling point is divided into loo degrees, while iu the Fahrenheit it is diA decree of
vided lato 180 degrees.
the Centigrade, therefore, Is higher
than u degree Fahrenheit in the pro
portion of 0 to δ, but as zero in the
Centigrade Is at the freezing point and
in the Fahrenheit at 32 degrees a bore
that this must be considered In comparing them. To express 10 degrees
Centigrade in tin? Fahrenheit scale multiply 10 by i> and divide by 5, which

WALKER & SON

W.
to

Ι 2β i*

Grose cash assets

on

Strainer

towns

ASSETS DEC
Cash In office anil bank,
Assessments unpaid
All other assets

Balance «lue

and

out one.

Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
of

Dairy

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions <i( the a^e.

stated.

or

by the old
job; but, by

corn

and laborious

i5d

thepudj

If you suffer from constipation and
liver trouble Foley's Orino Laxative
will cure yon permanently by stimulating the digestive organs so they will act
naturally. Foley'· Orino Laxative doe·
not gripe, la pleasant to take and you do
not nave to take laxatives continually
after taking Orino. Why continue to be

Js

|

waj
■

od it in very easy and fa»
a nice profitable biuiru··you wîhIi to make iiulled
nice flavor, handsome coi

"»r

hanl

μ α

d·'

meth-

ν

and i*
he in.
If
ru t! v. im a
r

i

but

r t:

v.u
with an easy m··'.!
not hard,
will do well to write the M i: loock
Supply Co., Dept. 70, Kaet .Jalfr» > S H.,
(or particulars.
444,09

<

1

.·

■

miss

l'urtt, liiuu uocroit.

Well, the newsboys opened their eyes
very wide when they saw the crippled
sparrow lie still us a mouse In Miss
Pope's hand while she set and splinted Its broken leg. Miss l'ope kept the
bird In her hospital and tended its broken leg tili it got well. Every day the
newsboys called to see how til· r patient was getting on. It was such a
ere lit to Its friends and Its doctor that
oti the ninth day after the boys brought
It into the ward the bandage was removed from Its leg. It hopped cheerfully about. and you can well Iwllevp
those l>oye were pleased over their patient. On the fourteenth day It was
quite well, and the newsboys came for

(Soking-Ranges

Our New

a Winner !
Ran^e
has
introduced last

won
we
year
The old End Hearth is gone—there is more
far below the
room on top—the ashes fall into a Hod
and the grate to last
removal
their
easy
fire, making
returned full of
longer. The Ash Hod when emptied is
coal. Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle," "Fortress."

The new range that

all hearts.

All the famous Crawford features are present : Single
Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues, Asbestos
Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator, booklet free.
Boston
by Walkar A Pratt Mfg. Co., 31-35 Union St.,

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DEALERS

|

whereJt

CORN.

HULLING

Hulling

they see cause.
8TATK OF .ΜΛΙΛΕ.
John Ο Itoblnson, late of Canton, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
executrix
the
A.
Robinson,
Mary
by
presented
S
1»»
therein named.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, M.
>n
·.
Taken thtn third day <»f Nov· m r,
ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of said Court.
,'t
execution date I Oct Tth, 190H, l»»ue.i
A true copy—attest
3 »i
mi nt rendered
the Superior Couit.
ALRERT D. PARK. Ucglstcr
by
''·
Portland In and for our c utatr »' (
«*r»t
at the term thereof liegun and hell 1. t
NOTICE OF FORECLONrRE.
Tuesday of Septemlier, lsr#, to wit. m tti· ifth
WHEREAS Mount Pleasant Hotel Company, day of October, laoc, In favor of Ci» ·■< M
.w tnl
by Its mortgage deed, dated lh·: twenty-third dav Laughlln Co., a corporation create·! 1<
of May, A. D. PJOi, and recorded In Oxford havli g an e*tabll»hed place of bu»lite«>· '·. I'ort
-i- k,
Western District Registry of Deeds, book !»7, land, against l.aura H Stephen» of U
a
Milne,
In our «aid county of Oxford ami Stat·
pages 9β-101, conveyedto me, the underslgac',
t:.·un
limine»»
unit
widow,
c ertain lot or parcel of land, with the buil'ilngs
formerly doing
theieon, situated In Denmark In the county of nanie and style of K*tate of K/ra Btc]
u
anil
dollar*
on
P!cisant
one
and
rod
Mountain,
bond
ilftyone
Oxford, In said state,
at I
one cent*, «lebt or damage, and nine do lar
to wit:
will give 18, then add the 32 degrees and bounded as follow*,
1
Commencing at the southerly end of Ureen ninety eight cent*, coat» of »ult, ami w! I
not reckoned in Centigrade and you Pinnacle, so caped, at a point marked Η Η Η (cut at public auction on the premises In said w ··!■
«la»
on
the
tenth
to
the
about
hlgbeat
bli'der,
north
run
degrees
stock,
eighty-one
will have 5<>, which is the exact equiv- In the ledge),
De -ember. l!»W, at eleven o'clock In the foret; n.
east by laid formerly owned by Henry Warren
alent of 10 Centigrade.
llfty rods, more or luss, to a roi oak tree; thence all the right. title an<l lntere»t which tt.<
northerly forty-six rods, more or less, to a white I.aura It. Stephen» ha» ami had In ami t<> 1·
birch tree near the spring; thence north about following de-erllied re»I estate on the 17th '·?
seventy-nine dMRMITW sixty rods, more or of A ugust. I'.»*·, at live o'clock ami ten ml: .·.*
le-is, to land and line of hnd formerly, If not In the afternoon, the time when the >·■ 1;
Tho Baby Bantams.
attached on the writ In the name *u't t
now, owned by Harndeu and McKenncy; thence
w
southerly by »al I last-named land aud line to cert··In tilece or parcel of land situate·! In
My little bant y Mary
line of land formerly owned by Henry Warren; stock, In the couotv of Oxford an 1 StaU of
Huh tiny babies eight;
to
1
line
to
the
bounded
and
a<
follow*
name
described
said
Maine,
lMt
thence easterly by
Their papa's name Is Jerry—
tlrst named point,—containing twenty acres, wit- Commencing at the aouthwod cor; r ·>ί
lie stands Inside the gate.
%
*·
and
bv
lient
II·
title
to
Joel
laml
«old
full
Perbatn,
Jr.,
the
more or less;—with
right,
:t ■·.·■·
thence a westerly course forty eight at.
privilege of cutting, taking away and u-dng
ir
fourth* feet to a stake ami ntone» to land
My little banty Mary
from time to time and at all times forever here
ι·.η
Is careful with her chicks;
after from all the land on atM ricanant Mountain gained ami «old to L. Crockett A Hon
which was owned by CaleK Warren on the I north twenty live degrees we-t on .1..
8he takes them In the garden
··· 1
·.»
twenty Ufth day of November, A. D. li-72, such Crockett laml to land formerly owned !
And scratches there nnd picks.
"
Rol'e to · stake and stone»; thence >.ι·
an amount of woo l as dull be uccessary for
'·»-t
use In any and all building* for public accommo- «aid Rolfe line forty-eight and three l·
But when a hawk comes llylng
which said grantee, his heirs or assigns, to a i-take and ftonee; thence south tw ι.ύ·.··
dation
Above the garden lot
shall erect orc.iu-e to be erected on or at the di>DM ea»t to the Di>t mention· 1
The bantles hardly know then
foot of said mountain, but reserving and except- tdntng one-tourth of an acre be t1
If they are safe or not.
ing all the hemlock timber that was on said or le»». Also the following de»crlt>ed Wj v
.·!»{·-k
premises Novemberi'ith, A. D. 1*7'2. The above real estate situated In «aid town of
described premises are the sinie that were and bounded and described a» follow», '·« vie
They never, never tarry
t '■ r
of
Walker
and
at
the
southwest
corner
said
Beginning
conveyed to said Company by
When banty Mary calls.
rt i »t<·»
Charles A. .-erlbner by their warranty deed merlr owned by Κ Κ. Dunham an·! Λ
But, fluffy, white and downy,
lu
north
line
of
the
road
recorded
on
the
leading
Br?
ami
A.
D. l'JOO,
dated September 4,
They fly like cotton balls.
rtù
ant'r i'ond to North Woodstock; tin
said Registry book i»7, pages 96-7-t).
t* "
r··'·
of
45
nine
the
',24
minute»
west
from
of
Also the right
top
way leading
degree*
And so my baby bantles
said niountalu a» conveyed lu said deed, and link» to a »take; thence »outh Νdl.
Have never come to grief.
also all right, title anil Interest of said corpora- ute* west two rod* twenty-four link
"'•ce
tion In and to all rights of way desc Ibed and south .'I degree* 4.'i minute» east »U
For Mary hides them safely
«·'*·
·.
llnk« to a »take; thence south I
granted bv sal I dee ;
Beneath a cabbage leaf.
.»··"·
soutli
And whereas the condition of said mortirage four rod* to a -take, thence
uf ti.··
has Ijeen broken, now therefore, by reason of eii»t two rod* eleven link* »·· th<·
And In tho evening, after
!·
ro id ; thence by the line of the ton! -Ί
of the condition thereof 1 c'alm
the luAi.
The banty chicks arc fed.
one link* to the flret bOfll
foreclosure of said mortgage.
twenty
with the building» thereon.
They all are tucked up snugly
EDWARD C. WALKER.
HARRY D. COLR, Dt( nt >t eriff
4.V47
In Mnrv's feather bed.
November 14, lisw.

cr^b'f

can
the back of the stove
steam, but not boil. When the liquid is
rice
Into
the
turn
.11 absorbed
dine dish, add sufficient milk, a beaten
emr sugar and flavoring, if desired, but
nothing that will disguise the cocoaIf you are In a harry, warm the
mit
milk before adding. Stir and bake In a
'moderate oven till the custord set.!

flaine.

■

Stew two pounds of cooking apples ma, Harry Jones won it and I told him It and took It to Central park, uear by
with a little cinnamon Md iUgM. UilnK if he didn't give it to me I'd punch him.
and let It fly back free to Its mates.
as
little water as possible. Put on*
Winter blasts,
causing pneumonia,
fourth pound of bread crumbs In a tin
A Quiir Sight In Panama.
be
which a little lard or dripping has pleurisy, and consumption will soon
The |ieople that live on the Isthmus
Cure your
cough now, and
been melted, and let them brown Hgbt y here.
with Foley's of I'anama are the only people on the
in the oven. Take an ordloary c^e ttn strengthen your lungs
and grease It, then line the bottom and Honey and Tar. Do not risk starting two American continents that can see
tbe winter with v/eak lungs, when the sun rise in the Pacific ocean and
sides with a tbick layer of th?
cure tbe
That, yon see.
Next put In a layer of apple, then of Foley's Honey and Tar will
set in the Atlantic.
and colds, and
crumbs, and so on until the tin Is fall. most obstinate coughs
completely reverses the order of things,
all
sale
For
résulta.
serious
by
Make In a quick oven about half an hour, I prevent
for the Pacific Is west and theAtluntic
an 1 when quite cold turn out and serve druggists.
and it seems strange to us that
east,
with whipped cream poured over the
sun should rise where we think of
the
now?"
demanded
trouble
the
"What's
I
cake. This is always eaten at Christmas
it as setting. But If you will look at a
in Denmark, and is called "peasant girl 1 the janitor. "More heat?"
"No," said the tenant of the latest good map you will see that the Isthmus
with a veil on."
sky-scrapers, "but I want those clouds curves In such a way that the waters
SAVORY POTATOES.
pushed away from my windows."
of Tanama bay, which Is a part of the
Peel and cut five or si* large potatoes
Pacific, are east and the Carlbl>ean
RAW LUNGS.
Into cubes, and put on toboUincod,
sea, which Is a part of the Atlantic.
sore
and
are
When
the
inflamed,
lungs
salted water. When parboiled, «M»,
Is west This Is true, however, only
and cover with boiling water; add salt tbe germs of pneumonia and consumpwhen the sun is at Its greatest south
and
find
tion
multiply.
I
lodgement
and a dash of paprika, one small onion,
a curious
chopped fine, a bay leaf and one table- Foley's Honey and Tar kills tbe cough ern declination. The fact Is
cures the most obstinate raeking one and Is worth remembering.
upoon of butter cut Into bits and rolled germs,
lo flour. Half a clove of crushed garUc cougb, heals the lungs, and prevents
serious results. The genuine Is in the
may be added if Uked. Ceok slowly
A Sentence Labyrinth.
yellow package. For sale by all druguntil the gravy is thick.

people past middle age suffer
kidney and bladder disorders
whioh Foley'· Kidney Remedy would
car·.
Stop the drain on the vitality and
reetora needed strength and vigor. Comdessert or a hot the slave of pill· and tablet·. Sold by
mence taking Foley"· Kidney Remedy Tbi· is good either for
all druggists.
snpper dish.—Good Housekeeping.
to-day. For sale by all druggists.
Moat
from

Bankruptcy.

nf the

!„

I

Discharge.

S In

ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΗΕΟΧ.
District of Maink. «s.
On this 14th day of Nov., A. D. 190ft, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
be had
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
or Dec., A. D.
upon the same on the 4th day
Disaald
In
at
Portland,
Court
I·.·«·, before said
notrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
Demotice thereor be published In the Oxford
and
District,
said
crat, a new*pa|ter printed In
In
that all known creditors, and other persons
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
the
and show cause, ir any they have, why
not lie granted.
prayer ot aald petitioner should the
Court, That
And It la further ordered by
credthe Clerk shall send by mall to all known
this
order, adand
itors copies of i>ald petition
us
dressed to them at their places of residence

girls, they do

ed how to cure the ailments of the poor
little things.
Miss Pope has taught thousands of
boys and girls to love birds and In-

SOUTH PARIS.

ΙΒΛ

not need to be
hurt the birds. Their
told not to kill
cruelty to the feathered tribe consists
in wearing dead birds or dead birds'
feathers upon their hats after someAs to

Jh®

l'eel the turnips, cut in inch cubes,
Mother (surprised)—Why, Johnny,
boil until tender, drain and fry in butter h')w did you happen to get the merit
cird for good behavior at school this
until a golden brown on all sides.
week?

)

Bankrupt,

Nichols St..

$1.00

Petition for

specialty,

a

or the DisTo the Hon. clahknck Halk, Judge
HI strict
trict Court of the Unite·! .State» for the
of Maine
the
CounIn
O. BROWN, of Ram fori,
5fatne,
state of
ty of Oxford, an<l
that
represents
In ealil District, respectfully
be was
on the 16th <lay of November, 1907,
of
Acta
the
under
iluly adjudged bankrupt
that he has
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; ami rights
his property
all
surrendered
<Iuly
all the
of property, an<l has fully compiled with
the orders or
requirements of aal'l Act h ami ot
hla
bankruptcy.
Court touching
Whererore he prays, That he may be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
debta provable against his estate under said
are
debt· aa
such
Acta,
except
Bankruptcy
excepted by law from such discharge.A. D. I90n.
Dated this 19th day of September,
IRA Ο. BROWN, Bankrupt.

made by just going Into the wood»
nml fields with a camera and sitting
quietly In one place till the birds came
around, then Instantly getting their

Royal Retort.

When Princc Edward of Wales, then a
Î
midshipman, was going round the world
OATMEAL BBEAl).
with bis late brother, he attended a ball
This Is a little varlaMon fr°ra
one night at Rio.
Observing that tbe
regular oatmeal bread and we think prince danced with the prettiest girls
much nicer. One cup of rolled oats, and
neglected the daughters of the bigquarter of a cup of molasses, one-half wigs, bis elder brother chided him.
yeast cake, one pint of milk (or half
"You go and sit down and whistle
milk and half water, when a small bit of God save
your grandmother, and let me
salt.
a
little
be
and
should
lard
used)
alone!" was tbe prince's retort.
Scald the milk and pour over theloate,
letting stand two hours; then add the
Foley's Honey and Tar clears tbe air
other ingredients with as much flour as
passages, stops tbe irritation in the
can be stirred in with a spoon and let
throat, soothes tbe inflamed membranes,
rise over night. In the morning shape and the most obstinate cough disappears.
into a loaf, without kneading, and let Sore and inflamed luugs are healed and
rUe again. Be sure to grease the pan
strengthened, and the cold is expelled
thoroughly, as this is more sticky than from the Hystem. Refuse any but (he
I ordinary broad.
For
genuine in the yellow package.
sale by all druggists.
FRIED TUBNIP8.

on

ARE OVER

Bankrupt's

In the mutter or
IRA O. BROWN,

and Oil

L. M. TUFTS,

IT WILL MAKE YOUR CHILDREN WHAT
THEY SHOULD BE.

A true copy of i>etttlon and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKY. Clerk.

will cease and the discharge, as offensive
gists.
Lmeeed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paints,
COCOAHUT BICE PUDDING.
,
to others aa to yourself, will be stopped
reit
are
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
that
causes
when the
produce
Pot the rice after washing In cold I Deacon—We must devise some way of
and renew- water,
Root Paints,
Floor Finish,
Turpentine, moved. Cleanliness, comfort
using one and one-half CUP*J*} paying this 9100 of outstanding bills
Cream
Balm.
of
use
the
health
ed
one-half cup of rice. Stir in one-half
Brushes.
against the church, as we are being
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
| Sold by all bydruggists for 50 cents, or teaspoon
of salt and place, oovered
pressed for the money.
Our paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
olosej
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, Iv over the fire. Boil until most of
the
(in surprise)—Indeed!
Vestryman
New York.
water U absorbed. Add a little more What are they for?
one
and
of
hutter
two
Deacon—For
Paroid Hoofing-The best of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't j
flowers, decorations,
tablespoons
water,
She—I can't cook meat, but I oan or more tablespoons of fresh or dry
music, and so forth, furnished for the
try imitations.
o°«j*
make angH food.
last month to celebrate
nut. Mix Rently w,th *
for,k' andL setÇ entertainment
He—How nice. And we'll live in one from the bottom. Cover closely
8creen Door· and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
tbe chnrch being at last free from debt.
in.

Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your verand^jcreened
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Expels Impurities.
50c

Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed,

Best Worm Remedy.

85c.

Grade Portrait Work

Sepia

System.

Cleanses the

ΤΑΜ Κ ΗΟΒΙΝΘ.

pictures.

in

Enriches the Blood.
Tones up the Stomach.

[L.S.]

me

High

with its 57 years of earned reputation, is the ideal household remedy
of most every mother.

receded.
Without a moon the oceans of the
world would be practically tide less.
The little moon that often looks no bigger than a cart wheel has [tower to
raise the ocean Into vast tidal waves.
Vhe sun's power to raise tides Is s<>
slight in comparison that the solar
tides by themselves are srnrrely worthy
ftf consideration.
Were it not for these tnoon caused
tides the whole map of the latitudes
forty degrees north and south of the
equator would have been so vastly
different from what It actually Is that
the most vivid imagination can scarce
ly picture It. England, f:»r Instance
would In all probability still Ικ· a par·
of the European continent, as It wa
once before the tides and tide caused
•urrents cut the strait of Dover, in
whli h case It Is almost certain that the
P.rltlsh nation would not have attained
Its present greatness.
Astronomers and historians would be

Mouldings sj.

&

TRUE S ELIXIR

she didn't mean anything; if she bad she
would not have said It. What was she

knocking

Mats, Mirrors

tonic to produce healthy,
red-blooded American men
and women.

•\'.ι...ο, children: I'll play 'blind cow
with you.

"I feel confident that

and Pictures,

The tender ages of childhood need a strengthening

'.•.ri Obliging Aunt.

day^
r0J[" J»®

HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE

Hexamethylenetetramine is
Remedy.
Here is reoognized by medical text books and

volved upon Its nils In about five hours
Ineteud of, us now, In twenty-four,
lays the Chicago NeW In that dim,
raraway past the moon, lt*elf a great
(lamlug orb, much larger than ut present, was only a few hundred miles
from the earth, and as the two planets
tpun with fearful velocity the attractive power of our satellite, the moon,
raised a tide wave of molten lava,
hundreds of feet high, which continually raced beneath It. This put a
drag upon the earth's rotation, and
ilowly and more slowly the earth turned, the day lengthened and the moon

^ÉjBf

GENUINE

mFr

Without her
lost without the moon.
'here would have been no means for
lavage or early nations to word time
The revolution of the
by months.
moon around the earth from west to
;»a8t has been the means of noting time
since history began.

We call them "Saturdays" because we
j Besides the 70,000 borae-power used in
usually bave them tor dessert on Satur· the turbines of one great new Atlantic
I day—my bake day and ®y busy
liner, tbe electricity consumed by the
When putting the bread sponge nto the
vessel, supplied by (our generators, reploaves I make a pan of plain!
resents an additional 2144 horse power.
bake
When light,
the bread
Electricity is used to illuminate the ship
I a moderatesponge.
oven.
If tho dessert for din at
night, and for a multitude of other
ner is needed at once bo much the betpurposes, such as operating elevators,
ter. If dinner is not to ^ "erved for of which there are two for passengers1
several honre, cover the aolls with a use,
eight for baggage and mails, and
towel until needed. Fifteen or twenty two smaller ones in tbe pantries. Electriminutes before dinner is served œ»k »
cally driven cranes and winches are also
sauce of one pint of water, two tableprovided, and 0300 electric lamps give
spoons of fruit syrup and sugar
tbe enormous total of over 100,00 candletoftaste,
thicken with two tablespoons of corn
power. For heating tbe first-class quarstarch wet in a little water.
ters 60 electric radiators have been fitted,
•*mm"
the rolls, put in oven and let
to say uothing of some 43 beaters in the
If bath rooms.
until sauce is slightly thickened-

10. Larktt. Hea!-all.
Ileart's-ease.
12. Colt's-tall. 18.
spur. 11. Fly-trap
Cocks-comb. 14. Raltn.

|

Influença of Our Fair Satellite on tho
Ocean Tides.
Once, Bome G:),U00,00U years ago, tlie
earth, theu η muss of uiulte» lava, re-

dearest."

The man's wife hesitated. "Well,"
she said, "I supposed that when you
thought of my shabby set you might
feel a little bad because you can't af
ford"—
"Wait till Christmas and we'll see
MAPI.E 8TBUP PIE.
said the man, hastily.
what happens,"
of
one
One cup of maple syrup,
cup
Mary's always getting me into trouble."
and
one
lemon, juice
chopped raisins,
rind, and two oven tablespoons of flour
That Look.
Hake with two cruste in a quick oven.
I was in New York city looking for a
HicE purrs.
long coat. These were put upon dumNot being
mies for my
inspection.
A cup of cold rice was put through
I turned to go, when I saw upon
the fruit press to lighten it, two eggs suited,
what I supposed a dummy, behind me,
well beaten were added with plenty of
I
a coat which was just what I wanted.
salt and the mixture dropped, dessertback, stooped and took up the
spoonfuls, into hot lard, about one inch stepped
to
bottom of the back of the garment
deep. The result was delicious. We look at the quality, saying, "This is
have, since eerved them frequently about what I want." I felt the coat befor breakfast, or as a garnish to the
pulled—looked up. A lady was
roast, steak or beef loaf for dinner. With ing
her coat from my hands. I
pulling
acthe
sweet
make
inaple syrup they
stammered, "I beg your pardon, I
tastes
roast
some
to
the
companiment
thought you were a dummy." Ye gods!
demand.
It is ten years ago, but I can feel that
I
lnnlr war
"SATUBDAYS."

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
The above is the name of a German
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. chemical, which U one of the many valto buy for New Year's present.
uable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
Nice instruT.ents. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
other musical merchandise.

SOUP.

I

Hi Paw one Year tor $^

NEWS-

GBECÇUE.

brown toast. Otherwise use
which may be put in the oven. Over
the toast pour the soup containing the
onions. On top put three or four tablespoons of grated Parmesan or Swiss
cheese. Set in a hot oven till the cheese
browns a little, perhaps ten minutes.
Pass additional grated cheese when the
soup is served. This is one of the
famous soups of Europe.

No. 318.—Charade.
My first can be a useful slave.
Obedient to your will;
Yet let him once the master be.
He'll ruin, rage and kill.
To do my second in the air.
Many have tried In vain.

axd ADxrrncoLr the

secon< 1

dozen

ONION

τ

Picture Frames

©"ïr-Q

WITHOUT A MOON.

ly withdrawing the criss-crossed pages body else has done the killing.
Slice thin three good-sized onions and from his reach.
Mips Virginia Pope of New York is
fry golden brown in a little butter. Add
"Tell me then."
a lady well known through ull the easttbem to one quart of strained beef stock
"It wasn't anything."
as the "bird
which has been flavored with the usual
"if it wasn't anything, why don't you ern part of'our country
doctor." She does not believe in keepsnup vegetables. Simmer ten or fifteen tell me or let me see the letter?"
minutes. If you have a stone soup pot,
"It was only that Robert bad bought ing caged birds, but since so many
put into it a couple of slices of crisp her a beautiful new set of furs—Russian people like to keep them she has learna tureen

No. 317.—Hidden Word Square.
1. Lie urrlved at Omaha Id due time.
2. There Is not α i>erson present who
knows it.
8. Stop α little before you proceed.
4. Do you like smelts?

1831

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

No. 316.—Hidden Weight·.
The king raised his hat once when
the crowd cheered.
Webster and Calhoun celebrated the
nation's fame In oratory.
The strong rainfall spread terror in
the village.
The police kept Beppo under surveillance.

ESTABLISHED

A I it4 le

for sale

itf

WHEKKAS, my wife, Gertrude M. Brlftç*, hse
I."ft mv t>e«l and boa π I without just cauiw.I here
liy toi bl>) all persons trusting or harboring* bcr
oo my account after this «late.
ELMER Κ RKIGGS,
South I'arle, Maine.
Nov. 2,1908.
43-47
I
.

All Work
Guaranteed.

I have

ι

NOTICE of warhmu.

15 veirs expert Watch
maker with Bigelo*
Kennard 4 Co , Boston

With Dr.

Winders.

S. Rloliards,

o.

..

Timekeepers.

Fine

J*. H. Pletolier
confectioner.

No. 315.—Drop Vowel Vers·.
K--p mcv-ηκ: 't-s w-s-r th-n s-tt-ng
-s-d-:
N-v-r. -h. n-v-r s-- f--I;
-nd dr--m-ng. -nd s-ng-ng, -nd w—t-ng tht-d·;
N-v-r. -h. n-v-r s-- f--l.

Watch Bargains

is the choice of every girl who has
ever tasted it.
The reason ie sim-

It bus now gone quite out of fashion
among Intelligent boys to hunt birds'
nests and shoot birds or burt or scare
On tbe contrary,
them Id any way.
tbe up to date boy now makes bird life
happy and comfortable and tries to
coax the pretty winged creatures to
come about blm fearlessly that he may
study them scientifically. Bird study
is called ornithology, and the best possible way to pursue It Is to go among
the birds where they live In their native state and let them know you will
not hurt them. Then they will come
hopping about you, especially if you
scatter crumbs and seeds for them to
eat. The ap to date boy still hunts
blrde In a way, to be sure, but he now
hunts them with a camera Instead of a
gun. Some of the best snapshot photographs ever taken of birds have been

"Ob, I don't mind what you say," declared the man's wife. I'm used to it.
I don't want to hurt your feelings, that's
new
all. They've moved into their
bouse and they like it very much." ·
"Being a new house and having just
moved into it, they naturally would like
it," eaid the man. "That doesn't give
me any sharp stabs of anguish, though.
I'm glad they like it and I shall be sorry
I
and sympathetic when they don't.
baveu'tany feeling of animosity toward
Mary, or her hueband, either. You're
just a little too considerate of me,

One box of macaroni, one can of tomatoes, one-half cup of cheese, one mediumsized onion, two lean pork chops and
two eoda crackers.
Boil macaroni in
boiling salted water until tender enough
to be easily penetrated by fork, drain,
cover with cold water, drain again in
colander. Place a good sized saucepan
or skillet on the fire, put in one tablespoon of butter, brown and add onion
sliced fine, add pork chops cut into dice,
cook five minutes. Now add tomatoes,
cooking mixture fifteen minutes longer,
(lave ready a two-quart baking dish,
place in the bottom a layer of macaroni,
then a layer of the tomato mixture, then
a layer of grated cheese. Alternate until
the dish is full, but let your last layer
be of cheese, sprinkle the rolled cracker
the top, dab with a
crumbs over
few pieces of butter, bake in the oven
three-quarters of an hour, browning on
the top grate the last fifteen minutée.

above illustration. The Initial letters
when properly placed will spell the
unme of an animal.

"I'll let you see it in » minute."
"Don't hurry/' said the man, taking
another bite of toast. "I don't think I'd
have time to read it, anyway. Nothing
exciting, Is there?"
"I don't know what yon call exciting,"
said bis wife. "She says the baby's beginning to talk already.
"That's important, if true," observed
the roan. "Just think of that!"
"It certainly Is remarkable," said the
man's wife. "8he's not more than a
year old. Ton always sneer at Mary's
letters."
"I don't mean to," said the man. "I
think you imagine it. I wonder when
she'll learn to stop talking. I don't refer to Mary, but the kid. Mary won't
be able to teach her, though. 'The
mother tongue!' What a particularly
apt phrase that isl Tou never quite
realize it until you think how absurd it
"
would be to say 'father tongue.'
"
"Or 'father wit,' suggested the man's
wife. "My dear, I notice that you can
talk now and then."
"Whenever I get a chance," admitted
the man. "What else has Mary got to

it.""

PUDDING.

MACABONI A LA

THAN IT DID.

"I'd rather not tell you," said the
man's wife. "I guess I won't let vou
see the letter, either, come to think of
it."
"You wouldn't disappoint me in that
way, would you?" pleaded the mao,
"You know bow sad that would make
me.
Of course, I won't urge it if you
are determined not to, but I must say it
isn't like your usual wifely confidence.
I'll apologize for what I said, if that's

One cup sweet milk, one cup of molasses, one cup of raisins, two teaspoons
of soda dissolved In one tablespoon of
water. One teaspoon of cinnamon, onefourth teaspoon of cloves and two cups
of graham flour. Steam three hours.
If a portion is left it can be steamed for
a few moments and serve for a dessert
the second or third day.

LowestPricesinOxlordGounty.

MORS

Che Study
of Birde.

say?"

BANANA.

A rather unusual luncheon dish is
made of the above combination, but It
proved very successful in one household.
Pry about eight link sausages, after
pricking them, so they will retain their
xhape, and carefully brown them on all
sides. Drain every bit of grease from
them and place them in a circle around
a platter.
On the center have a mound
of sliced bananas. (About three will
make a sufficient quantity.) Be careful
not to slice the bananas until the meat is
ready to serve, as they may turn dark.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

BATTEB.

different for breakfast la
often wanted. Try frying bacon a nice
brown and while still fizzling spread
over it a batter made by beating an egg
well, thickening It with a tablespoon o&
As soon as set, turn and
more of flonr:
spread batter on other side of bacon.
Brown both aide· and serve hot with
well-browned fried potatoes.
Bacon
aerved with batter is also an appetising
addition to tbejnnch box dinners, It
being nearly as good cold aa hot. Use
plenty of the batter.

Something

which looked

Another was
a flight;

WITH ΕΘΟ

INTERPBITKD il MKAITI50 FEB·

"It1· a letter from Mary," Mid the
man's wife, looking op at ber husband.

Recipes.
BACON

18

HAPS

U aoUclted· Address: Editor Bomemakkbs'
COLtmK, Oxford Democrat, South Pari», Me.

witl^

Bitters

ΓΓ

Correspondent» on toploa of Intern* to the ladle*

No. 312.—A Riddl·.
Steep Fall», Me., July 31, 1906.
from the estate of Herbert W. Hill
"I have used the true 'L. F.* Bitters Three and thirty "What do you think?'
in a row.
sitting
ier and will continue the busines s for constipation and dizziness and re·
ceived much benefit from them, being fttgger every day they got ai fast aa they
»
could grow:
With an increase* almost entirely cured from dizziness,
after this date.
AU of them head·, but not a tingle one
number of helpers we shall strive t > with which I was greatly afflicted bean eye.
fore I used the Bitters."
And so whatever happened they really
serve the public promptly
F. L. Strout
couldn't cry.

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.

Mary's Letter.

HOMBMAKERS' COLUMN.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out

ON

Carpet:

odd patterns

and cleai

Latere you pass.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

■

MAINE

The Maine

Also Window <5i Door Frames.
I

I

It In w&nt of any kind of Finish for Inatde 01
Ou'alile work, sen<l In your ordera. Pine Lum
bor and Shingle* on hand Cheap for Caah.

\ Planing, Sawing
F.

W.

Weat Sumner,

and Job Work

Sheathing for Sale.

€H4IVDLER,
....

Maine

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM,

,,ί.,,ΗΡ

CItUKi ar.d IxtutifiM lh· h*Iv.
Promut*· a Ituuranl frowth.
Never Faila to Bettor· Orajr
Hair to 1U Youthful Color.
Out* scalp diatura k hair laUio|.
fcic.mdtl-UUU t>rugl««

Register

CONTAINS

Complete

I will fur#*h DOORS an.l WINDOWS of any
SU;· or Stylo at rc&aonablc price*.

Matched I'lne

Chas. F. Ridlon

IIWDLUK,

Builders' Finish !

—

up stock.

Start from the entrance, keeping to
the right, and trace the way out, at the
same time making a sentence from the

S. \V. (

Of

20

Business

Directories

Citiea and 428 Town»

rull Statistics of All State Interests
A new Township and
laine Revised to date.

Kailroad Map

of

need· it
Every OFFICE and HOME

or

band;

reference.

Price,

Postpâld, $2.00.

QRENVILLE M. DONHAM,

PLBLI5HKH.
City Building.
90 Congre is St., opp.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

